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inTroducTion

r
The annual report on the "Transparency of state 

publications in the republic of albania” is presented 

to the albanian public and state institutions for the 

third consecutive year. The 2010 Report was prepared by the 

center for public information issues, cpii,  with the impor-

tant support of osFa (soros Foundation).

object of monitoring and evaluation in this report is the 

publication of central constitutional institutions’ acts in the 

official Journal of the republic of albania. 

The novelty of the 2010 Report is that it incorporates a de-

tailed evaluation of the acts’ publishing level over the five-year 

period, 2006-2010. such an evaluation of the real level of ac-

cess to legislation in the republic of albania, is conducted for 

the first time and is unique in its kind. it is based on the find-

ings of the reports on the Transparency of state publications 

for the last five years. With regard to publishing acts in the 

official Journal, cpii has measured and assessed for the first 

time the degree (level) of compiance with the law  by the very 

institutions which enact primary and secondary legislation 

in the republic of albania. in other words, the compliance 

with the organic laws’ provisions (including the constitu-

tion), which impose the obligation to publish in the official 

Journal the acts issued by the central constitutional institu-

tions of the three branches, Legislative, executive and Judi-

ciary, is subject to evaluation in this respect. The assessment 

of compiance with the law relevant provisions is provided in 

percentages. The employed method may serve as a model for 

other stakeholders, who are interested in the objective assess-

ment of law enforcement level (or of special law provisions, 

which are within the scope of their work).  

With the aim of providing a visualization of the acts' publica-

tion trend (be that a decreasing or increasing trend) for the 

last five years, based on the type of act and for each relevant 

institution, cpii has processed graphically the findings on 

the acts'publishing level as well as each institution's level of 

compiance with the provisions imposing the obligation for 

publishing the acts they issues in the official Journal. 

The authors of this report would rather consider this moni-

toring an audit report on the state publications system in the 

republic of albania, covering the last five-year period. The 

report provides a clear overview of the problems encoun-

tered, whereas the figures and graphs indicate the need for 

concrete interventions.

This report is naturally targeting the state publications cen-

ter, spc, not excluding all other central institutions which, in 

compliance with the law, have the obligation to publish their 

acts in the official Journal. We hope that the unpublished 

acts evidenced in this report, will be published in suplemen-

tal (extra) editions of the official Journal after all relevant 

verifications and evaluations on findings consistency are con-

ducted by spc. it is worth emphasizing from the very outset 

that the albanian state institutions have taken major steps to-

wards the consolidation of a functioning publications system.

commendable work has been done by spc over the recent years, 

not only with regard to the publication of the submitted acts 

in the official Journal, but also towards reducing the  number 

of acts left unpublished over the years, by incorporating them 

in the supplemental (extra) editions of the official Journal. 

The "Transparency of State Publications in the Republic of 

Albania, 2010" report is published at a time when less than 

two years remain (half of its term has lapsed) for the imple-

mentation of the crosscutting strategy in the public admin-

istration (cspa), 2009-2013. The government’s vision stated in 

this fundamental document incorporates “an administration 

based on transparent, comprehensive and publicly accountable deci-

sion-making processes." The findings of this report, in particular 

the acts'publishing level analysis for the time period 2006-2010, 

offer an additional opportunity for evaluating how the objec-

tives set out in the framework of cspa have been met, with 

special focus on "transparent decision-making processes." 

Furthermore, this report is being publicly disclosed at a time 

when the albanian Government has joined even global initia-

tives, such as the Open Government Partnership, aiming at 

increasing transparency in the decision-making process. The 

oGp, which albania officially joined on august 2,  2011, is 

based on the open Government initiative of us president, B. 

obama, launched on his first day in office, on January 20, 2009, 

to make the government transparent, participatory and cooperative. 

cpii, as a civil society organization with extensive expertise 

in the area of access to legislation and transparency of state 

publications, follows the motto “The Albanians should know 

what decisions are taken on their behalf.” The official acts are a 

national asset of irreplaceable value and as such, they should 

be usable and effectively accessible by all albanians. access 

to legislation is a right  applied to everyone and not only to 

those who have the time or means available to exercise it. in 

this context, this is a direct indicator for evaluating the com-

mitments already taken by the albanian Government both 

in national and international level.

Furthermore, the proclamation of the acts through their publi-

cation, constitutes one of the fundamental principles of the state. 

This principle confirms the obligation that before subjects are 

required by the state to follow rules, they should be informed 

that such rules exist and are effective. This is a fundamental pre-

requisite for ensuring transparent and accountable governance. 

 Gerti Shella
Project Director
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The First Part of this publication contains the 
annual report, 'Transparency of State Publica-
tions, 2010." object of monitoring and evalu-
ation in the frame of this report is the publica-
tion in the official Journal of acts issued by 
central constitutional institutions during 2010.

as in the past years, the 2010 Report is focused 
on those acts, whose publication in the official 
Journal is legally binding. The legal basis for 
the findings of the 2010 Report is briefly, (but 
precisely) introduced at the beginning of each 
chapter. The legitimacy is determined through 
a double evaluation of both organic laws provi-
sions (of articles which impose the obligation to 
the respective institution for publishing its acts 
in the official Journal of the republic of alba-
nia), and of Law no. 8502, dated 30.6.1999, “On 
the establishment of the State Publications Center," 
as amended by Law No. 9091, dated 26.6.2003.
 
in th frame of the 2010 Report, cpii has yet 
again monitored the regulatity of publication of 
the european court of human rights’ judgments 
in the official Journal. The publication in the of-
ficial Journal of the full text-body of echr judg-
ments, in which albanian state is a defendant, is 
a practice followed by albanian Government to 
enforce the recommendation (2002) 13 of the 
coe committee of Ministers. it is worth empha-
sizing that, as implied by the term “recommen-
dation,” the publication of the echr judgments 
is not a legal obligation stemming from the do-
mestic legal system of the republic of albania. 

The publication timeline for the decisions (judge-
ments) of the constitutional court and of the 

unifying decisions of the supreme court (udsc) 
in the official Journal has also been subject to 
evaluation in the framework of this monitoring.

The "Transparency of State Publications, 
2010" report contains a special chapter for 
evaluating the publication in the official Jour-
nal of the albanian text [translation] of inter-
national agreements ratified by the parliament 
during 2010. in this context, cpii has taken 
into consideration the concerns related to the 
"backlog” of international acts, which have not 
been published in the albanian language over 
the past years. The size of this "backlog" is only 
identified in the findings introduced to the par-
liament by the ombudsman, through the spe-
cial report no. 1, dated 23.05.2008. (according 
to the preliminary evaluations undertaken by 
cpii, the size of this backlog is many times larger 
than what was identified by the ombudsman).

The authors have taken due care to present the 
findings of the 2010 report in a comprehen-
sive manner not only for those with a profes-
sional interest in reading such findings, but 
also for the media, and even for the those who 
would not be considered "experts of the field." 

To enable a flexible reading of the 2010 Re-
port, the monitoring conclusions for each type 
of act are introduced on a colored background 
(banner) inside each page. a positive result 
is inserted in a green color background  and 
a negative result in an orange one. each page 
is equipped with a special legend for each al-
ternative element related to the form and for-
mat of the findings presentation in the tables.

* * *

FirsT parT
Transparency oF sTaTe puBLicaTions, 2010
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MONITOrINg legITIMacy

THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

Albania is a parliamentary republic (article 1 of 
the albanian constitution).  Generally speak-
ing, the assembly (parliament) is randomly re-

ferred to as the highest state institution.  however, the 
constitution contains no definition on the role and 
functions of the assembly, or the superior position it 
has over other constitutional institutions1. 

The functioning of the assembly of albania if regu-
lated by the regulation of the assembly, which is ap-
proved by the assembly itself in accordance with the 
principle recognized and applied in the democratic 
countries according to which “the law-maker (parlia-
ment) is in charge of defining its own rules”2. 

in exercising its law-making attributes, the assembly 
adopts various types of acts, such as laws, decisions, 
resolutions and declarations (article 106 of the as-
sembly’s regulation). 

out of all acts adopted by the assembly, this monitor-
ing focuses only on the laws, which stand at the top 
of the parliamentary documents hierarchy. Laws are 
the primary goal and final output of the law-making 
process. as a normative act, the law represents a sys-
tem of juridical norms that regulate important social 
relations in a general way. 

The albanian constitution pays special attention to 
the law-making process, including procedural mode 
in which a law enters into force, as one of its key mo-
ments. in the third part of the constitution, chapter 
iV, article 84/3 reads: “a law enters into force with the 
passage of not less than 15 days after its publication in 
the official Journal”. This is the common procedure 
for entry into force of the law. 

paragraph 4 of article 84 foresees even an extraordi-
nary procedure for entry into force of the law and 

practically: “In the case of extraordinary measures, as 
well as in cases of necessity and emergency, when the As-
sembly decides with a majority of all its members and the 
President of the Republic gives his consent, a law may en-
ter into force immediately, but only after it is made known 
publicly. The law must be published in the first number 
of the Official Journal”. Thus, a law should meet three 
cumulative conditions for an immediate entry into 
force: 

1) The Assembly decides with the majority of all its 
members; 
2) The President gives his consent;
3) The Law is made known publicly. 

even article 117 of the albanian constitution indi-
cates on point 1 that:  “The laws, normative acts of 
the council of Ministers, ministers, other central state 
institutions, acquire juridical force only after they are 
published in the official Journal.”    

Based on all the above said, it is clear that non-pub-
lication of laws in the official Journal would a-priori 
lead to their non-entry into force. non-publication of 
normative acts in the official Journal in strict juridi-
cal terms means that they do not exist3. as long as they 
are non-existent, they yield no obligation to be imple-
mented or followed by the subjects. 

The principle according to which ignorantia juris non 
excusat (from latin: lack of knowledge of law is no excuse 
(in the court)) looses its meaning in this case, due to 
non-satisfaction of the preceding principle, according 
to which “one could never benefit or be harmed by a pro-
hibition or permission of a law if he/she is given neither 
de facto nor formal opportunity to get to know the law”. 
publication of the laws and other official acts in the 
official Journal presumes the fact that such acts have 
been made known to everyone.

1
CHaPtEr

1. “Constitutional Law” Luan Omari; Aurela Anastasi, rievised edition, 2010, pg.194
2. “Constitutional Law” Luan Omari; Aurela Anastasi, rievised edition, 2010, pg.235
3. “Administrative Law 2” Sokol Sadushi, third edition, revised, 2005, pg.55
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There are 156 published laws  in the official Journals of 2010 (1 January-31 december).

Law no.10212, dated 21.01.2010- on the ratification of the "agreement between 
the council of Ministers of the republic of albania and the Government of the 
republic of Kosova for the cross-border police collaboration”.
(Published	in	the	Official	Journal	No.	9,	page	293;	publication	date:	15-02-2010;).

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

laws of the assembly (parliament)

Law no.10367, dated 23.12.2010 - on the adoption of the normative act with the 
force of law, no.5, dated 10.11.2010, of the council of Ministers “on some amend-
ments and additions to the Law no.10142, dated 15.05.2009 “For the supplementary 
social insurances of the armed Forces personnel”.
(Published	in	the	Official	Journal	No.	181,	page	10120;	publication	date:	Dec.	2010;)

After all verifications were 
made, it was concluded that:

and ends with:

The series opens up with:

From the total of 156 laws approved and published in the official Journal, 2010, 
only 4 of them “enter into force immediately”, according to their last provision. Veri-
fication shows that for these 4 laws, the three cumulative conditions foreseen in the 
constitution for the immediate entry into force have been met. specifically:  

1) The Assembly has decided by majority vote; 

2) The President has given consent by special decree on the immediate entering into force;

30 The public notification of the law has been completed. 

it was ascertained that for laws no. 10336, 10267, 10254, the approval by the Assem-
bly, the promulation by decree of the President (including his consent for immediate 
entry into force) and the publication in the Official Journal occurred one day after 
the approval by the assembly.
 
Whereas for laws no. 10276, the approval by the Assembly was given on 06.05.2010, the 
promulgation by decree of the president (including his consent for immediate entry 
into force) was on 10.05.2010, and the publication in the Official Journal occurred 
on 21.05.2010. Laws 10276 ratifies loan or credit agreements between the albanian 
Government and deutche Bank aG, London e J.p. Morgan securites, on temporarily 
management of the Eurobond, with a max limit of 400 mln Euro deri në 400 milion Euro. 

additional 
ascertainments:

all laws approved by the Assembly during 
2010 are published in the Official Journal
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Albanian constitution has given a special atten-
tion to the process of binding international agree-

ments and treaties. in its part one, “Basic principles”, 
it stipulates that “The republic of albania applies 
international law that is binding upon it”(Article 5).  

in the human rights area, it has directly applied the 
european convention of human rights and has pro-
moted it to a constitutional norm while emphasizing 
that “These limitations may not infringe the essence 
of the rights and freedoms and in no case may exceed 
the limitations provided for in the european conven-
tion on human rights” (Article 17/2).  

international agreements rank second after the con-
stitution on the hierarchy of normative acts that are 
effective in the entire territory of the republic of al-
bania (Article 116/1). publication of their text body  
comprises both, a constitutional and legal obligation 
as, according to article 117/3 of the constitution: “in-
ternational agreements that are ratified by law are 
promulgated and published according to the proce-
dures that are provided for laws. The promulgation 
and publication of other international agreements is 
done according to law”. 

any international agreement that has been ratified 
constitutes part of the internal juridical system after 
it is published in the official Journal of the republic 
of albania... (Article 122/1). an international agree-
ment, which has been ratified by law, has superiority 
over laws of the country that are not compatible with 
it (Article 122/2). 

For an agreement to be implemented in compliance 
with the constitutional understanding, it is necessary 
that, like in the case of laws, the content of the acts 
it contains is made known in the albanian language 
(logical deduction) to the albanian state organs and all 
the albanian citizens.

Four years ago, the people’s advocate (pa) under-
took a research which concluded that a relatively 

large number of international acts which albanian 
state had signed or adhered to, before and after the 
'90, remained still un-published in the official Jour-
nal. 

in 2008, pa submitted a special report (no.1) to the 
assembly, emphasizing that the problem was still 
remaining unsolved for at list 75 international acts.
pa assessed as “very important the publication of all 
international acts ratified by our country before and 
after 1990, which have become part of our internal 
legislation and are consequently binding to all al-
banian institutions and should be implemented in 
accordance with the albanian constitution”.

While acknowledging and accepting the existence of 
the problem in question, cpii included in the Moni-
toring report of 2009 findings concerning the publi-
cation (or not) in extra oJ of the albanian translated 
text-version of the 75 international acts that pa had 
identified as unpublished “stock” in the framework 
of his special report, no.1, dated 23.05.2008.  

The thorough research made by cpii concluded 
that, after the submition date of the special report 
no.1,  only the text of the “convention on the elimi-
nation of all types of discrimination against women” 
(un) was published in the official Journal, after offi-
cially translatedin albanian (extra edition of oJ no. 
33, dated 15.10.2008). about 15 days prior to this 
report being submitted to the assembly, spc pub-
lished in extra editions of the official Journal no. 28 
and 29 the albanian translated text of the “Conven-
tion for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamen-
tal Freedoms” (coe) and all its additional protocols 
(a total of 15).

even in the frame of the 2010 report, cpii has in-
cluded an evaluation chapter on the “stock reduc-
tions” process, regarding the un-published interna-
tional agreements ratified by the albanian assembly, 
(only of those which have been previously identified 
by the pa). 

MONITOrINg legITIMacy 

THE INTERNATIONAL ACTS2
CHaPtEr
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The publication in the official Journal of the al-
banian officially translated text of  international 
agreements ratified during 2010 seems to proceed 
normally.

The review of the 2010 official Journals evidenced 
62 laws ratifying international acts. in more specific 
terms, 9 laws ratifying the adherence of albania in 

various conventions, 4 laws ratifying the signing of 
protocols and 49 laws ratifying the signing of interna-
tional agreements, memorandums, statutes and trea-
ties were identified in the official Journal.  

all the above-mentioned acts are published in the of-
ficial Journal, accompanied by the official albanian 
translation of the respective agreement.  

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

translated text-body of international acts

all international agreements ratified by the 
Assembly in 2010 are published in the Official 
Journal translated in Albanian official language

identified practice indicates that the backlog of un-
published acts is dealt with through the supplemen-
tal editions of the official Journal. This mean that 
that in order to assess whether the backlog of unpub-
lished ratified international agreements which are 
evidenced as unpublished in the albanian language, 
has reduced or remains at the same levels, the moni-
toring should be focused on the thorough review of 
the supplemental official Journals that have been 
issued by during 2010. it is evidenced that spc has 
issued 30 supplemental official Journals during this 
year. no translated text (in albanian) of international 
agreements, ratified before 23 May 2008, when the 
ombudsman submitted the special report no. 1, is 
found in any of these editions. 

MONITOrINg legITIMacy 

THE INTERNATIONAL ACTS

backlog of the unpublished international acts 

To conclude, it can be stated that, with regard to 
reduction of the “stock” identified by PA in his 
Special Report no 1, 2010 marked no progress. 
No international agreements belonging to the 
backlog was published in any of the Extra Edi-
tions of the Official Journal in 2010.

Facsimile of PA’s Special Report No. 1 “On the  
publication of Albania ratified international acts  
in the Official Journal”, dated 23.05.2008. 

As a conclusion:
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The executive powers in the republic of al-
bania are comprised of an entirety of cen-
tral and local organs, having the council 

of Ministers at the very top. The latter consists of the 
prime Minister, deputy prime Minister and the Min-
isters (article 95 of the constitution). 

The council of Ministers defines the principal direc-
tions of the general state policy. in exercising its exec-
utive powers, it issues decisions and instructions (Ar-
ticle 100 of the Constitution). The council of Ministers, 
in cases of necessity and emergency, may issue, under 
its responsibility, normative acts having the force of 
law for taking temporary measures (Article 101 of the 
Constitution). 

normative acts of the council of Ministers are effec-
tive in the entire territory of the republic of albania; 
they rank fourth on the hierarchy of acts, practically 
following the constitution, international agreements 
and laws (Article 116 of the Constitution).

a significant part of decision-making by the coun-
cil of Ministers is proposal of draft laws (Article 
81 of the Constitution) and approval in principle of 
international agreements. Both types of such acts 
are sent to the assembly, respectively  for approval 
or ratification (when ratification is required by the ef-
fective legal provisions). The council of Ministers has 
also the competency of binding agreements that are 
not subject to ratification by the assembly. 

The council of Ministers is chaired by the head of 
the council of Ministers (randomly referred to as: the 
Prime Minister). The constitution has provided a posi-
tion of supremacy to the prime Minister in exercising 
political direction functions. article 102/1, paragraph 
lettered –b- sanctions that “the prime minister outlines 
and presents the principal directions of general state policy 
and is responsible for them”. 

The prime Minister, in the exercise of his powers, is-
sues orders; whereas the minister, in the exercise of 
his powers, issues orders and instructions (Article 102/ 
point 3 & 4, of the Constitution).

organization and functioning of the council of Min-
isters is regulated by law no. 9000, dated. 30. 1. 2003. 
This law pays special attention  (Chapter IV) to  the 
types of acts issued by the executive governing organs, 
to the way they enter into force and get published in 
the official Journal. according to article 29 of this law:

1. Normative Acts of the Council of Ministers with force of 
law are immediately published in the Official Journal.

2. Decisions of the Council of Ministers acquire juridi-
cal powers after publication in the Official Journal. 
For decisions of normative character, a date other 
than that of publication in the Official Journal can be 
set as the date of entry into force, whereas decisions 
of individual character enter into force immediately, 
but will be published in the Official Journal.

3. Instructions of the Council of Ministers and minister 
acquire juridical powers after their publication in the 
Official Journal.

4. Orders of the Prime Minister, minister or supervisor of 
a central institution reporting to the Prime Minister or 
minister, enter into force immediately, are announced to 
the interested parties and adervertised for at least 3 days 
in some noticeable space of the respective institution.

This means that with the exception of the Orders 
(point 4, article 29), publication of every act of the 
council of Ministers and/or ministers in the official 
Journal is mandatory in any case. The lawmaker was 
very careful to ensure that the legal obligation of pub-
lication in the official Journal of acts issued by the 
council of Ministers (article 29, Law 9000) does not 
necessarily link only to designation of the moment 
of entry into force (as the case would be for acts of 
normative character). 

MONITOrINg legITIMacy

THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH3
CHaPtEr
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article 101 of the constitution provides for the case of 
the executive branch taking over Legislative attributes, 
when “issuing normative acts with the force of law in 
order to take special measures, in cases of need and 
urgency". These normative acts shall be submitted to 
the assembly, which adjourns within five days. These 
normative acts withe the force of the law lose their ju-
ridicial power from the start, unless approved by the 
assembly within 45 days.”  

immediate entering into force of normative acts with 
force of the law (due to the nature of the act itself, is-
sued in cases of need and urgency, thus when “there 
is no time” for the assembly to adjourn on regular 
sesions to enact a law on the issue), implicates a very 
sensitive debate among law professionals for as long as 
questions remain unanswered on what happens to the 
effects already generated by this acts (due to its very 
urgent natyre) if not passed by the assembly within 45 
days; are these effects reversible anymore?! Moreover, 
neither doctrine nor constitutional practice in albania 
has defined what shall be considered as “case of need 
and urgency”, which sets the condition for the coM to 

issue such "powerfull" acts, thus overlaping or overtak-
ing Legislative competences and atributes . 

Within this reporting framework we will not stop  ar-
guing over the doctrinal discussion on the way a nor-
mative act with the force of law issued by the coM 
enters into force (the constitutional court has at least 
two interpretations of it).

one thing is certain: the immediate publication of the 
NAFL in the official Journal is a request deriving from 
point 1, article 29 of the Law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 
“on the organization and functioning of the council 
of Ministers”, which explicitly determines that: “Nor-
mative acts with the force of law issued by the CoM, are 
immediately published in the Official Journal”. 

naFLs are indexed in an ascending numerical order 
within one calendar year. This means that in the begin-
ing of each kalendar year the act's series opens up with 
the index number “1” and closes in with the number 
given to the last naLp issued for that year (till decem-
ber 31).  

Normative act [with the Force of Law] No.6, dated 22.12.2010- on some changes 
and additions to the law no.10190, dated 26.11.2009 “For the 2010 Budget”, as 
amended.
(published	in	OJ	No.	173,	page	8878;	publication	date:	24-12-2010)

Normative act [with the Force of Law] No.1, dated 05.05.2010- “on some chang-
es and additions on the law nr.9663, dated 18.12.2006 “For concessions”, amended 
on page 2227.
(published	in	OJ	No.	59,	page	22227,	publication	date:	21-05-2010)

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

normative acts with the force of law of the coM

Verification showed that:

and ends with:

NAFL series for 2010
opens up with: 

all Normative Acts with the Force of Law (6), 
issued by Council of Ministers in 2010 are 
published in the Official Journal. 
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it has been evidenced that during 2010 the council of 
Ministers issued at least 1081 dcMs. 

eight hundred and twenty one dcMs were published de-
facto in the official Journal during 2010. By following a 
careful monitoring protocol, which consists on contrast-
ing the official Journal content for the type of act: “dcM” 
with the coM's official website content, 25 standard 
dcMs, issued in 2010, were identified as left un-published 
in the official Journal. These dcMs are available online 
(coM website) but yet not published in the official Jour-
nal, 2010.  

Fifty-eight dcMs which approve agreements in principle, 
were identified on the coM official website. Four of them 
are published in the official Journal but the remaining 
54 are not. The council of Ministers approves in principle 
the international treaties and agreements, on behalf of 

the state or government (Article 5, Law No. 8371, dated 
9.7.1998, “On the conclusion of international treaties and 
agreements”).

even though as a rule these dcMs are complemented by 
successive acts, the Law no. 9000 "on the organization 
and functioning of the coM" does not make any distinc-
tion in its provisions (article 29) on the non-publication in 
the official Journal of these transitory dcMs. The prac-
tice of 2010 also suggests that the dcMs “on the approval in 
principle” have often been submitted and then published 
in the official Journal by spc. in specific terms, 17 dcMs 
on the approval in principle were published in the 2010 
official Journals. irrespective of any arguments that the 
publication in the official Journal of these types of dcMs 
is not necessary as they are not final, the authors of this 
monitoring report will abide in spirit and by the letter to 
the provisions of Article 29 of the Law No. 9000 "On the or-

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

Decisions of the council of Ministers, DcMs

Decisions of the Council of Ministers (DCM) are 
indexed in an ascending numeric order, on calen-
daric basis. This means that every year the acts’ se-

ries starts with the index number 1 and closes down 
with the number given to the last DCM issued for 
fthat year (till 31 December).

Decision of CoM no. 1081, dated 29-12-2010, "on the selection of the austrian com-
pany that will conduct the feasibility project in the field of information Technolo-
gies, which will be financed in the frame of the financial cooperation with austria
(published in Official	Journal	No.187,	Pg	10363;	publication	date:	Dec; 2010)

the series of DCMs for 
2010 closes down with:

at list 25 DCMs (of definitive nature) issued in 
2010, are not published in the Official Journal 

As a de-facto 
conclusion it can be 

stated that:

in 2010, from at list 71 DCMs "on approval in 
principle", 17 are published in the Official Journal
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ganization and functioning of the CoM," while assessing the 
periodicity of publication of these acts.

however, with the aim of taking into account the alter-
native [opposing] arguments on the issue, the findings 
related to dcMs on the approval in principle will be listed 
in a separate table. The discussion whether they should 
also be considered as unpublished dcMs in the official 
Journal currently remains a prerogative of anyone who 
wishes to be involved in this doctrinaire debate, after hav-
ing carefully reviewed the nature of these acts, which cpii 
has grouped in the "legend TaBLe" below.

The authors of this monitoring report agree with the 
practice of non-publication of (non-confidential) dcMs in 
the official Journal, only in the cases when the council of 
Ministers takes a decision on a proposal of a draft-law. in 
this case, as implied by the act title, we are dealing with 
a proposal of the council of Ministers to the parliament, 
in full exercise of its competences, as established by the 
constitution. 

in most of the cases, a DCM on the approval in prin-
ciple of an agreement, is followed either by a DCM on 
the proposal of a draft-law (bill) to be ratified (by 
the parliament) upon the conclusion of this agree-
ment (or adherence thereto), or by a dcM on the 
[definitive] approval of the agreement by the coM 
itself, when this falls within its legal competences.

The council of Ministers’ website exhibits 695 dcMs on  
proposal of a draft-law, which, as a rule, are not submitted 
for publication in the spc (official Journal), since they 
are not consolidated versions (they are transitory acts). 
They simply provide a forum for the parliament to discus 
it and potentially pass it as law. 

The relevant calculations lead to the conclusion that from 
the grand total of 1081 dcMs issued in 2010, only 969 
are identifiable by title and content, including, 821 DCMs 
published in the official Journal, 25 [final] DCMs identi-
fied on the coM official website but not in the official 
Journal, 54 DCMs “on the approval in principle,” available 
on the coM official website but not in the 2010 official 

Journals, as well as 69 DCMs "on the proposal of a draft-
law," published on the official website, but as explained 
above, not subject to publication in the official Journal.

The difference between the total number of dcMs ap-
proved during 2010 (1081) and the dcMs identifiable (by 
title and text) reveals that 112 dcMs “are missing when 
the roll is called”. 

There are three theoretical probabilities as to what these 
112 dcMs, which are published neither on the coM web-
site nor in the 2010 official Journals, might be. They may 
either be all confidential dcMs, or all non-confidential 
dcMs (standard dcMs, approvals in principle or propos-
al of a draft-law); or a combination of confidential and 
non-confidential dcMs.

at this point, the cpii methodology, which is based on 
contrasting the publication data from at least two official 
sources in which acts are published, recognizes its own 
objective limitations. each affirmation on the nature of 
these 112 dcMs would be a pure speculation; as a rule, 
such an affirmation may only have a quantitative but not 
a qualitative character. 

Graph 1 groups these specifically unidentifiable 112 
dcMs in the Grey Area. The dcMs grouped in this area 
represent the acts known only to the Government, or dif-
ferently put, acts which are unknown to the ordinary al-
banian citizens. The numerical values, on which the per-
centages in the graphs are calculated, are exhibited once 
more in the legend chart at the bottom of the page.

VKM të pabotuara, të gjet      uara me vone   

VKM "për 
miratim 

projektligji" ër miratim në M të botuara n  ZONA GRI

2006 10.53% 9% 7.59% 4.98% 41.79% 26.39% 883

VKM të pabotuara, të gjet      uara me vone   

VKM "për 
miratim 

projektligji" ër miratim në M të botuara n  ZONA GRI

2007 7% 8% 11% 7% 50.32% 16.69% 924

VKM të pabotuara, të gjet      uara me vone   

VKM "për 
miratim 

projektligji" ër miratim në M të botuara n  ZONA GRI TOTALI

2008 12.67% 3.84% 6.80% 3.60% 62.03% 11.05% 1720

VKM të pabotuara, të gjet      uara me vone   

VKM "për 
miratim 

projektligji" ër miratim në M të botuara n  ZONA GRI

2009 7.28% 7.28% 8.35% 5.21% 61.53% 10.34% 1305

2007
2008

20102006

76%

5%

6%

3% 10%

year
Total  

issued in 
one year

DCMs 
published 

in OJ

DCMS "for  
proposing a 
draft-law"

DCMs "for 
approval in 
principle"

DCMs  
nonpublished, 
found by CPii

DCM pub-
lished in 
Extra OJ

GREy 
Zone 

2010 1081 821 69 54 25 n/a 112

legend TABLE

Graph 1
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on the instructions of the coM and ministers

instructions are administrative acts issued by the coM 
and Minsitries in order to implement laws and/or dcMs. 
They are normative acts that detail, suggest and advise on 
all commandments of the law through detailed orienta-
tions. instructions are of an explanatory nature, but this 
is not to be interpreted in its narrowest meaning that the 
instruction cannot bring about compulsory effects for all 
subjects to administrative Law. relevant administration 
bodies and/or individuals for which the instruction is ad-
dressed to are obliged to respect the rules stipulated by 
this act on a specific relation. compulsory effects of the in-
struction are definitely not of the same degree with those 
of a decision (dcM), directive or regulation. nevertheless, 
juridical norms foreseen by the instruction are that of a 
juridicial act and as such, their implementation is com-
pulsory1. The right to issue instructions stands with the 
body for which such a right has been explicitly acknowl-
edged (vested). according to the constitution (Articles 
100/5 & 102/4), instructions are issued only by the council 
of Ministers or Minister2. due to its normative nature, an 
instruction enters into force after its publication in the of-
ficial Journal, in compliance with article 17 of the consti-
tution, which stipulates that: “Laws, council of Ministers’ 
and other institutions’ normative acts take juridical power 
only following their publication in the official Journal”. 

in respect of the constitutional norm, Law no. 9000, 
dated 30.1.2003 “On the organization and functioning of the 
Council of Ministers”, clearly determines in its article 29/3 
that: “Instructions of the Council of Ministers and 
ministers take juridical power following their pub-
lication in the OJ”.

publication in the oJ of normative acts issued by the coun-
cil of Ministers and ministers is a legal obligation for spc as 
well.  article 2, letter “a” of Law no. 8502, dated 30.6.1999, as 
amended, ”On the establishment of the State Publications Cen-
ters”, explicitly determines th obligation for the spc to pub-
lish “normative acts of the council of Ministers, ministers 
and management bodies of other central institutions…”. 

From all of the above, it is clear that the publication of 
coM and ministers’ instructions in the official Journal is 
a constitutional and legal obligation (Law no. 9000 and 
Law no. 8502) and a juridical condition  for these acts to 
enter into force. in the framework of this monitoring re-
port are presented findings with regard to publication of 
instructions issued by the following executive institutions:

1. Council of Ministers

2. Ministry of Finance

3. Ministry of Education and Science

4. Ministry of Public Works and Transport

5. Ministry of Agriculture...

6. Ministry of Environment...

7. Ministry of Internal Affairs

8. Ministry of Justice

9. Ministry of Economy...

10. Ministry of Health

11. Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs … 

Joint instructions (when two or more line ministries is-
sue together an instruction) shall be accounted only in 
cases when  a normal  indexing system (ascending nu-
merical order) is applied upon.  

1	-	“Administrative	Law	2”	Sokol	Sadushi,	third	edition,	revised,	2005,	page	61
2	-	“Administrative	Law	2”	Sokol	Sadushi,	third	edition,	revised,	2005,	page	62












        






         

          
        
  
        






      

          




 

          

         














        






         

          
        
  
        






      

          




 

          

         



paragraph 3, Article 29,
Law No.9000, 
“On the organization 
and functioning of COM”
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Instruction No 8, dated 10-12-2010 – “on determination of conditions and proce-
dures for granting the right to legal entities to make available surface areas provid-
ed for the construction of buildings and implementation of the respective activity 
in the energetic and industrial area of  porto-romano, durrës”
(published in OJ No.	181,	page 10144; publication	date: Dec. 2010)

Instruction No 1 dated 13-01-2010 – “on the way of verification or review of legal 
validity of the creation of property titles over agricultural lands of the former agri-
cultural enterprises and the development area with tourism as a priority”. 
(published in OJ No. 4, page 59; publication	date:	28-01-2010)

The council of Ministers issues a relatively small 
number of instructions within a calendar year. Just 
like dcMs, instructions of coM are indexed in an as-
cending numerical order (series), which opens up in 
the begining of each year with the index number “1” 
and closes with the index number given to the last 

instruction issued for that year (till december, 31st ).  

The review of all official Journals, 2010 shows that 
there are eight instructions of the coM published, re-
spectively: 

in the coM official website, reports, strategies etc., no 
data were found which could indicate the existence 
of another instruction with an index number higher 
than “8”, which would influence the verification out-
come. similarly, there were found no coM instruc-
tions with fractioned index number (see: Briefly on 
“CPII" Methodology). 

it is worth underlining that only 6 out of a total of 8 in-
structions issued in 2010 by the coM, are published in its 
official website. This information does not cast a shadow 
on the fact that the coM and spc have both fully respect-
ed their legal obligations stemming from the respective 
laws (Law 9000 and Law 8502), in the concrete case, for 
publishing the coM instructions in the official Journal.

every instruction issued by the Council of Minis-
ters in 2010 is published in the Official Journal   

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

instructions of the council of Ministers 

The verification 
concluded that:
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instructions of the Ministry of finance, (Mof)

Minister of Finance issues a relatively high num-
ber of instructions within a year, compared to other 
ministers of the government cabinet. instructions of 
MoF are indexed in ascending numerical order (se-
ries) on calendar basis, just like dcMs. This means 

that every year the series opens up with the index 
number “1” and closes in with the number given 
to the last instruction for the year (till december, 
31st). The series of instructions issued by MoF dur-
ing 2010 starts up and closes out with respectively:

Following a careful review of not only the official 
Journal 2010, but also of the MoF official website and 
other governmental documents available online (re-
ports, strategies etc), 4 instructions issued during 2010 
are "tagged" with a fractioned index, i.e: 7/1; 7/2; 7/3; 
9/1. as a rule, these types of instructions are amend-
ments or improvements made to a preceding specific 
instruction, in our case, to those with number 7 and 
number 9.  it means that during 2010 the Ministry 
of Finance issued at least 46 instructions (42 instruc-

tions with simple index number + 4 instructions with a 
fractioned index number) of which only 30 were found 
published in the official Journal. 

The grid table provides a visual presentation of ab-
sences reported in the publication of these instruc-
tions in the official Journal 2010. This table has listed 
also 5 joint instructions of MoF and/with other insti-
tutions (see references at the bottom of the page).

In orange boxes: corresponding index numbers of in-
structions which are not published in the OJ, whose title 
and content can not be found.
In yellow boxes: index numbers corresponding to 
unpublished instructions which are identified by CPII 
both as title and content (see: Table No.1, pg 27).

1 2 3 41 5 6 7 7/1 7/2 7/3

8 9 9/1 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

172 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 313 32 33 34 35 364

37 38 39 40 41 425

To conclude, as sugested 
by the colored boxes,  at least 14 instructions of MoF, issued in 2010, are not 

published in the Official Journal (30% of the total)

Instruction No 1, dated 21-01-2010 - "on implementation of 2010 budget".
(this instruction is not published in the oJ, but only on the official website of MoF)

1 Joint instruction with MIA
2 Joint instruction with MES
3 Joint instruction with MPWT, MITIK
4 Joint instruction with MPWT
5 Joint instruction with RTSH (Albanian Public Radio-Television)

Instruction No.42, dated 23-12-2010 - "on some amendments to the instruction no. 1 
dated 08-01-2009 “on establishing new service fees for the use of television equipment”.
(published in OJ No. 174, page 8931; publication	date:	27-12-2010)
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The Minister of education and science (Moes), just 
like the Minister of Finance issues a relatively large 
number of instructions within the timeframe of a year, 
compared to other ministries. every year the instruc-
tions' series opens up with the index number “1” and 

closes down with the number given to the last instruc-
tion for that year (till december, 31st).  The official 
Journals of 2010 suggests that the Mes instrictions' se-
ries starts up and ends with respectively: 

There are only 24 instructions issued by Mes which 
are published de-facto in the  official Journals, 2010.  in 
the official website of Mes, as well as in other govern-
mental reports, strategies etc. there were found no data 
to indicate the existence of another instruction with 
an index number higher than “38”, which would influ-
ence the verification outcome. Further more, no Mes 
instructions "tagged" with fractioned index number 
were identified (see: Briefly on “cpii" Methodology). 

This suggests that there are 14 instructions of Mes 
not published in the official Journal of 2010. cpii 
has even identified 4 instructions (title & content) 
issued by Mes in 2010,  which belong to the back-
log consisting on these 14 instructions (see: see: Table 
No.1, pg 27).
The grid table provides a visual presentation of ab-
sences reported in the publication of Mes instruc-
tions in the official Journal 2010. 

Instruction No 1, dated 04-01-2010 - "on re-distribution of unfulfilled quota and 
registration of admissions for filling the quota in the first cycle of part time and 
distance learning studies in public institutions of higher education for the academic 
year 2009-2010".
(published in OJ No. nr 26, page 799; publication	date: 21-03-2010)

Instruction No 38, Dated 02-12-2010 - "on an amendment to the instruction 35, 
dated  05/11/2010, “on the procedures for registration and admissions in the first 
cycle of part time and distance learning studies in public institutions of higher edu-
cation for the academic year 2009-2010"".
(published in OJ No.187, page 10366; publication	date:	25-02-2011)

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

instructions of the Ministry of education, (Mes)

In orange boxes: corresponding index numbers of instructions 
which are not published in the OJ, whose title and content can 
not be found.
In yellow boxes: index numbers corresponding to unpub-
lished instructions which are identified by CPII both as title 
and content (see: Table No.1, pg 27).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

at least 14 instructions of MES, issued in 2010, are not 
published in the Official Journal (37% of the total)

To conclude, as 
suggested by the 

colored boxes,  
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it was also identified one instruction, issued by this 
ministry, indexed with a fractioned number, con-
cretely  13/1 (published in the official Journal). The 
monitoring team did not came across any other in-
struction issued by this Ministry during 2010, indexed 
with a number higher than “27” (though this is not 
theoretically excluded). 

This means that in 2010, the Ministry of public 
Works, Transport and Telecommunications issued 
at least 28 instructions (27 instructions indexed with 

simple numbers + 1 instruction indexed with a frac-
tioned one). only 22 instructions were published de 
facto in the official Journal of 2010. 

Three out of six instructions left unpublished in the 
official Journal, were specifically identified by the 
monitoring team (see: Table 1).

The grid table provides a visual presentation of the 
absences in the publication observed with regards to 
the MpWT instructions during 2010.  

The Ministry of public Works, Transport and Tele-
communications (MpWTT) issues a relatively small 
number of instructions within a year. The instruc-
tions are indexed in an ascending numeric order, 

which opens up and closes in within one calendar 
year. it appears that the highest number in the index-
ing series of MpWT instruction is "27", concretely :

In orange boxes: corresponding index numbers of in-
structions which are not published in the OJ, whose title 
and content can not be found.
In yellow boxes: index numbers corresponding to un-
published instructions which are identified by CPII both 
as title and content (see: Table No.1, pg 27).

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

instructions of the Ministry of public Works  
and transport, (MpWt)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 13/1 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Instruction No. 27, dated 07.10.2010 – “on an amendment to the instruction no. 
40, dated 24.12.2008 “on determining the service fee for aircrafts flying over alba-
nian airspace”
(published in OJ No. 147, page 7906; publication	date: 06-11-2010)

at least 6 instructions of MPWT, issued in 2010, are 
not published in the Official Journal (21% of the total)

To conclude, 
as indicated by 

the colored boxes:
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instructions of the Ministry of environment,  
forests and Water administration, (MefWa)

The Ministry of environment, Forests and Water ad-
ministration (MeFWa) issues a small number of in-
structions within a year. This ministry’s instructions 
are also indexed according to an ascending numeric 
order. This means that the index series starts up at the 
beginning of each year with number "1" and closes 

down with the index number that the last instruction 
issued during that year will take (till december, 31st). 
in the official Journals issued in 2010, are found pub-
lished a series of istructions starting from 2 to 5 (index 
numbers). concretely:

on december, 28, 2010, MeFWa issued an instruction 
which was not assigned a regular index number (in 
an ascending numerical series). This instruction bears 
the number "1065". in the meantime, MeFWa has 
issued two different instructions both in terms of date 
and content, which have the same index number “3”. 
one of these instructions is a joint instruction with 
the Ministry of interior affears, Mia (instruction 
No. 3, dated 16.8.2010 "On the rules and procedures for 
supplying resident and non-resident foreign citizens with a 
hunting licence".

Given that this instruction was initiated by the MeF-
Wa, it shall be counted in series of instructions issued 
by this ministry and published in the official Journal 

of 2010. as a conclusion, MeFWa has issued a total of 
7 instructions (including Instruction No. 1065) in 2010.

it must be noted that almost every year, instructions 
of MeFWa, which are not alike both in terms of date 
and content, are though assigned the same index 
number.

In orange boxes: corresponding index numbers of instructions 
which are not published in the OJ, whose title and content can 
not be found.

1 2 3 3 4 5 1065

Instruction No. 2, dated 29.06.2010 – “on the necessary applying documentation 
for acquiring an environmental licenses”
(published in OJ No. 110, page 5452; publication	date: 19-08-2010)

Instruction No. 5, dated 26.11.2010 – “on criteria and procedures for supplying 
activities emitting environmental noise with simple environmental licenses"
(published in OJ No. 174, page 8928; publication	date: 27-12-2010)

at least 1 instruction of MEFWA, issued in 2010, is 
not published in the Official Journal (14% of the total)

To conclude, 
as indicated by 

the colored boxes:
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instructions of the Ministry of agriculture, 
food and consumer protection (Mafcp)

The Ministry of agriculture, Food and consumer 
protection (MaFcp) issues a small number of in-
structions within a year. it uses a regular indexing 

system for this type of act. The research in all the of-
ficial Journals of 2010 has identify only one published 
instruction:

after a thorough examination / evaluation of official 
internet sources, it was identified that on 17 novem-
ber 2010 the MaFcp issued the instruction no. 19, 
“On sampling and analyzing methods for the official con-
trol of the nitrate level in food products.”  This suggests 
that during 2010, the minister of MaFcp issued at 
least 19 instructions. The search into other official 
documents did not reveal the existence of any MaF-

cp instructions with a fractioned number or an index 
number higher than "19" (although this is not theoreti-
cally impossible). 

The grid table provides a visual presentation of the 
discrepancies observed with regards to the publica-
tion of the MaFcp instructions in the officisal Jour-
nal during 2010.

In orange boxes: corresponding index numbers of instructions 
which are not published in the OJ, whose title and content can 
not be found.
In yellow boxes: index numbers corresponding to unpublished 
instructions which are identified by CPII both as title and con-
tent (see: Table No.1, pg 27).more, see: Table No.1, pg 27).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Instruction No. 1, dated 14-01-2010 - "on the implementation of the decision of 
council of Ministers no.1290, dated 23.12.2009, “on determining the basic criteria 
of sectors to be supported and degree of benefit from the agriculture and rural de-
velopment program fund”
(published in OJ No. 14, page 442; publication	date: 25-02-2010)

at least 18 instructions of MAFCP, issued in 2010, are 
not published in the Official Journal (95% of the total)

As a conclusion:
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The following listed ministries apply a different indexing order for 

the instructions they issue. In fact, more than act’s index num-

bers they give the impression of being protocol numbers that 

“baptize” or “tagg” the instruction. It is not excluded in certain 

cases that the index number is the continuity of an indexing or-

der used from several years uninterrupted. This makes it difficult, 

not to say impossible the evaluation of the regularity of the index 

order (series), which is the basic tool in the monitoring method 

used by CPII. This is to be considered an “arbitrary” indexing 

order. As result of not being objectively able to examine consis-

tency of the index order on calendar basis where the missing 

parts would have been noted and identifyed for a given year, CPII 

will be limited only in applying the Factual Component of verifi-

cation for the following ministries. In other words, identification 

of those instructions missing the publication in Official Journal 

will be done through examining the official web pages and other 

relevant government documents (reports, strategies, etc). Since 

these ministries do not publish on their official webpage the in-

structions they issue (with rare exceptions), the monitoring results 

for these ministries’ instructions will be considered methodologi-

cally “fragile”. Nevertheless, the monitoring findings regarding in-

structions issued by these ministries which are left un-published, 

can not be smaller in any case than reported below. On the 

contrary, in any case, the result tends to be higher in theory. 

instructions of the Ministry of internal affair

Following a detailed review of all the 2010 official Jour-
nals, it was evidenced  the publication of 5 instructions is-
sued by the Minister of interior and of a joint instruction 
of the Mia and MpWT (no. 56881). a search into other 

alternative official sources, in the context of this moni-
toring process, revealed 3 Mia instructions that have 
not been published in the official Journal. specifically:

Two of these instructions were referenced (found) 
in the Report on the Implementation of the National 
Strategy for the Fight against Human Trafficking (Janu-
ary - December 2010).

it is noteworthy that two of the unpublished instruc-
tions are important acts on voters’ lists in the republic 
of albania for the Local Elections of May 8, 2011.  

Instruction No. 30, dated 05.02.2010 “on joint anti-trafficking actions” 

Instruction No. 359, dated 11.10.2010 “on the procedures for clearing the 
duplicate information of albanian citizens from the basic registers and na-
tional civil register”

Instruction No. 365, dated 14.10.2010 “on drafting of final lists of the 
voters”

there are at list 3 instructions issued by MIA in 
2010, which are missing in Official Journal

As a conclusion:

MEtHoDoLoGICaL notE:
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instructions of the Ministry of labor, social  
affairs and equal opportunities (Mlsaeo)

eleven published instructions of the Ministry of 
Labor, social affairs and equal opportunities, 
MLsaeo were identified following a review of all 
the 2010 official Journals. The search on the offi-

cial website of this Ministry or alternative official 
sources in which acts are published, did not reveal 
any instructions left unpublished in the 2010 of-
ficial Journal.

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010 

instructions of the Ministry of Justice (MoJ)

Following a detailed review of all the 2010 official 
Journals, the publication of 4 instructions of the 
Ministry of Justice was evidenced. Two of them are 
joint instructions with other institutions, specifical-
ly instruction no. 2007/1, dated 02.03.2010, is a joint 
instruction with the Ministry of economy, whereas,  

instruction no. 5, dated 21.07.2010, is a joint in-
struction with the prosecutor General office. The 
search into other official sources in which acts are 
published, did not reveal any other instructions of 
this Ministry left unpublished in the 2010 official 
Journal.

instructions of the Ministry of economy, (Mete)

a review of all the 2010 official Journals revealed that 6 
published instructions issued by the Minister of econo-
my, Trade and energy. Two of these instructions have a 
fractioned index number (1/1 and 1/2). in the meantime, 
two joint instructions with the MoF were also identi-
fied, specifically instruction no. 1 and instruction no. 
10280 (thus, there are two instructions having the same 

index number "1": one of them is a joint instruction 
with MoF and the other a joint instruction with MeTe).

The search of the official website of this Ministry 
or into other official sources, in which acts are pub-
lished, did not reveal any unpublished instructions in 
the 2010 official Journal. 

instructions of the Ministry of health (Moh)

Following a careful review of the 2010 official Jour-
nals, no instructions of the Ministry of health were 
reported published. in the meantime, the daily press 
has referred to a number of instructions of the Moh, 
i.e: instruction “on the organization of voluntary 
blood donation sessions by the personnel of health in-

stitutions nation-wide.” no data on such an act could 
be found in any of the potential sources consulted in 
the context of this monitoring report. consequently, 
for the purpose of methodological discretion (the 
press is not considered an official source), the instruc-
tion in question cannot be reported unpublished.
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TAB. no.1

no.
instructions identified (title and/or content) as unpublished in  

the official Journal 2009
index 

number
name of 
ministry

Date of 
issue

1 on implementation of the 2010 Budget  1 MoF 21-01-2010 

2 on preparation of the state budget and special funds 7 MoF 22-02-2010 

3 on preparation of the state budget and special funds 7/2 MoF 09-07-2010 

4 on preparation of the local budget  7/3 MoF 10-07-2010 

5
on the measures for implementing the final exams and state Maturity 
exam, 2010

12 Mes 05-04-2010

6 on sales of pre-university education text 15 Mes 28-05-2010 

7 
on establishing the criteria, level and procedures for the beneficiaries of the 
excellence fund for new excellent students and scientists. 

24 Mes 30-07-2010 

8 on students evaluation by grades and credits. 27 Mes 09-07-2010 

9 
on admissions in general high schools on part time and distant learning 
basis, their organization and equivalence.

37 Mes  22-11-2010 

10
on establishing a common definition of the critical parts of restricting 
security areas in airports.  

24 MpWT 20-10-2010 

11 
on establishment of measures for the implementation of basic standards for 
the airport security.

25 MpWT 20-10-2010 

12 on general safety rules of civil aircrafts. 26 MpWT 20-10-2010 

13 on documentation for the verification of uncultivated agricultural lands. 8 MaFcp 18-06-2010

14
on sampling procedures for official control of the levels of mychotoxines in 
food products 

12 MaFcp 29-09-2010

15
on establishment of maximum levels for some contaminators in food 
products 

13 MaFcp 29-09-2010

16
on maximum limits of residues of medical veterinarian products in food 
products of animal origin  

15 MaFcp 15-10-2010

17 on food additives 18 MaFcp 17-11-2010

18
“on sampling and analysis methods for the official control of the level of 
nitrates in food products”

19 MaFcp 17-11-2010 

19
on joint action of the implementing structures of the national strategy for 
the fight against trafficking in human beings 

30 Mia 05-02-2010 

14 
on the cleaning procedures of overlapped information of albanian citizens 
id in the basic registers and the national civil register 

359 Mia 11-10-2010 

15 on drafting of final electors’ lists. 365 Mia 14-10-2010 
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Th
e system of government in the republic of 
albania is based on the separation and bal-
ancing of legislative, executive and judicial 

powers.  (Article 7 of the Constitution). 

The judicial brach of power provides for the supervi-
sion and protection of the key norms in place, for pur-
poses of achieving the development of a regular social 
life. in the republic of albania, the judicial power is 
exercised by the supreme court, as well as the courts 
of appeal and courts of first instance. (Article 135 of the 
Constitution).

The organic Law no. 8436, dated 28.12.1998 “on the 
organization of the judiciary branch in the republic 
of albania” regulates on its entirety the organization 
of justice based on the country’s constitution, where-
as the activity of the supreme court is regulated by a 
specific organic Law, no. 8588, dated.15/03/2000 “on 
the organization and functioning of the supreme 
court in the republic of albania.”

one of the most important functions of the supreme 
court is the unification of judicial practice in the 
republic of albania. For the unification and amend-
ment of the judicial practice, the supreme court has 
the right to select judicial issues for examination in 
the Joint colleges (panels). decisions of the supreme 
court are obligatory in terms of execution.

The Law no. 8588, dated 15/03/2000 “On the organization 
and functioning of the Supreme Court in the Republic of Al-
bania.”, has given a special importance to the promulga-
tion and publication of the decisions ruled by this court. 
article 19 of this law explicitly stipulates that:

1. The decisions of the Supreme Court are proclaimed 
with the reasoning no later than 30 days from the 
date of the termination of the judicial examination.    

2. The decisions of the Joint Panels, along with the 
reasoning of the minority, shall be published in the 
Periodical Bulletin o f the Supreme Court.               

3. Decisions for the unification and amendment of the 
judicial practice1 are published in the upcoming is-
sue of the Official Journal.

The lawmaker has explicitly stipulated on point 3 of 
article 19 the obligation for publication in the very 
first issue of the official Journal of the decisions for 
the unification and amendment of the judicial prac-
tice (hc unification decisions). 

This article contains a double obligation: besides 
being published in the official Journal, this must 
be done at the first possible moment (explicitly: in 
the very upcoming issue of the official Journal).  
scrupulous implementation of legal modalities 
regarding publication of unifying decisions of the 
supreme court provides for a uniform interpreta-
tion of laws in compliance with the principle of legal 
certainty.

it is through such decisions of the supreme courts’ 
Joint panels that judgements’ uniformity and law 
interpretation during court proceedings is ensured 
by the entire troop of judges in the republic of al-
bania (about 350). Lack of their publication in the 
official Journal would apriori lead to failure in ful-
filling the aimed goal of the supreme court: the 
unification of judicial practice. 

on the other hand, the reason why the Legisla-
tor has specified that such types of decisions shall 
be published in the very first issue of the official 
Journal, relates to the fact that judges in lower level 
courts have to get to know and familiarized with 
them as soon as possible, so that the practice already 
unified through the legal interpretation of the su-
preme court is reflected in proper time in the rel-
evant cases that are being or shall be examined.  

Based on all that is exposed above, the unifying de-
cisions of the supreme court, in the framework of 
this monitoring, will be evaluated both in terms of 
their publication and the legal time frame of publi-
cation in the official Journal. The monitoring team 
has evidenced in a special column of Table no.3 and 
no. 5, the official Journal in which the supreme 
court’s unifying decision is published, and has 
roughly calculated which one had to be the ‘nearest’ 
issue for that publication.

MONITOrINg legITIMacy

THE JUDICIAL BRANCH4
CHaPtEr
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during 2010, the supreme court judged in its Joint col-
leges gave only one unifying decision, namely: “Deci-
sion of the Joint Colleges of the SC, no.1, dated 26.11.2010 
“On the administrative objection to decision no 3550, 
dated 30.10.2009, “For object demolition” (source: official 
website of the Supreme Court). 

according to the article 19, point 3 of law no. 8588  “On the 
organization and function of the Supreme Court of the Republic of 
Albania” must be published in the first upcoming issue of the 
official Journal. after a careful review, it was concluded that 

this unifying decisions of supreme court is not published in 
2010 edition of the official Journal. as a matter of fact, this 
udsc is found published in an “extra” edition of the official 
Journal, no.74 which entered in circulation on april 2011. 

as a general rule, extra (supplementary) editions of the 
official Journal are issued in the successive year in order 
to publish acts which have not been proceeded for pub-
lication in due time, in our case, within the legal time-
frame set by the law no. 8588 or even by the law 8503, 
dated 30.6.1999 “On State Publication Center”, as amended.

The unifying decision of the Joint colleges of the sc, 
no.1, dated 26.11.2010 “On the administrative objection 
to decision no 3550, dated 30.10.2009, “For object demoli-
tion”, has been published in the official Journal after 
four month of delay.  The article 19, point 3 of law 
no. 8588 “On the organization and function of the Su-
preme Court of the Republic of Albania” clearly sets the 
legal requirement that a udsc must be published 
in the first upcoming issue of the official Journal.

if the supreme court should have respected this 
legal obligation, this udsc should have been pub-
lished in the oJ no. 157, dated november, 30, 2001, 
which according to the calculations was the first of-
ficial Journal to come 30 days from the date of the 
termination of the judicial examination. it must be 
also stressed hat the last official Journal for the year 
2010 (no. 187), was issued in circulation on February, 
25, 2011. 

publication in the official Journal

time frame for uDsc publication in the official Journal

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

unifying Decisions of the supreme court

the publication in the Official Journal of the only 
Unifying Decision of the Supreme Court given in 
2010, was delayed by 4 months

As a conclusion:

the only Unifying Decision of the Supreme Court 
given in 2010, is published in the Official Journal 

As a conclusion:
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E
ven though in the framework of this study, publi-
cation of the constitutional court acts is treated 
after the chapter on the Judicial powers, this court 

on its own is not a part of the common judicial system. 
it has a special jurisdiction for the verification of the con-
stitutionality of laws and other normative acts. The con-
stitutional court guarantees respect for the constitution 
and makes final interpretation of it (article 124/1 of 
the constitution). in the exercise of its duty, it is subject 
only to the constitution (article 124/2 of the constitu-
tion). The competencies of the constitutional court are 
set out in article 131 of the constitution, according to 
which this organ decides on:

•	 compatibility of law with the constitution or with in-
ternational agreements as provided in article 122 of 
the Constitution;

•	 compatibility of international agreements with the 
Constitution, prior to their ratification;

•	 compatibility of normative acts of the central and lo-
cal organs with the Constitution and international 
agreements;

•	 conflicts of competencies between powers, as well as 
between central government and local government;

•	 constitutionality of the parties and other political or-
ganizations, as well as their activity, according to ar-
ticle 9 of this Constitution;

•	 dismissal from duty of the President of the Republic 
and verification of the impossibility for him to exercise 
his functions;

•	 issues related with the election and incompatibility in 
exercising the functions of the President of the Repub-
lic and of the deputies, as well as the verification of 
their election;

•	 constitutionality of the referendum and verification of 
its results;

•	 final adjudication of the individual complaints for the 
violation of their constitutional rights to due process 
of law, after all legal means for the protection of those 
rights have been exhausted.

 
The organization and functioning of the constitutional 
court is regulated by the organic law no. 8577, dated 
10.2.2000. according to specification in article 2 of this 

law: “The Constitutional Court is the highest instance that 
guarantees respect for the Constitution and makes final inter-
pretation of it.”

While being a negative legislator sui generis1, the deci-
sions of the constitutional court are of special impor-
tance. Law no. 8577 has paid a special attention to the 
publication of those decisions. article 26 of this law 
stipulates that:

1. Decisions of the Constitutional Court are final. They 
are published in the Official Journal and enter into 
force on the day of their publication. When decision 
concerns the protection of constitutional rights of the 
person, the Court may decide to have its decision en-
forced on the day of its proclamation.

2. The organ, which publishes the Official Journal, is 
obliged to publish the decisions of the Constitutional 
Court, no later than 15 days after the decision is pre-
sented for publication at said organ.

3. The Constitutional Court prepares annual summary 
of its decisions.

regarding publication timelines of the cc decisions 
in the official Journal, the organic law no, 8577, dated 
10.2.2000, does not set a deadline for the cc, as to when 
is it to send the decision for publication to the spc, but 
on the other hand, it sets a deadline for the latter as to 
when is it to carry out the publication of the dcc, in 
an explicit way: “no later than 15 days after the decision is 
presented at said organ (SPC).”

Whereas, law no. 8502, dated 30.6.1999 “On establish-
ment of SPC”, amended, explicitly sets out that: “The 
responsible organ is obliged to submit for publication to the 
SPC the acts foreseen under paragraph “a”of article 2 of the 
above law, within 3 days from their approval and, in specific 
cases, within no later than 15 days.” (article 6, amended by 
Law no. 9091/2003).

This means that the required official deadline for the 
publication of the dcc in the official Journal is no more 
than 30 days, except for those cases when the cc decides to 
have its decision enforced on the day of its proclamation.

MONITOrINg legITIMacy

THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT5
CHaPtEr

1	-		“Constitutional	Right”	Luan	Omari;	Aurela	Anastasi,	2010	revised	edition,	pg.	418
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during 2010, the constitutional court judged 
38 decided cases (source: officila website of 
the cc). research shows that there are 38 
decisions (judgements) of the constitutional 
court published in the official Journal 2010, 
meaning that:

MONITOrINg resulTs, 2010

Decisions of the constitutional court

all decisions of the Constitutional 
Court given in 2010 are published 
in the Official Journal of that year

publication in the official Journal

during 2010, all decisions of the Constitutional 
Court are published in the Official Journals within 
legal timeframe, as the law requires 

The verification 
concluded that:

With regard to legal timeframe of publication in 
official Journal, no delays were identified with 
regard to decisions of the constitutional court 
given in 2010.  The required official deadline for 
the publication of the decisions of the cc in the 

official Journal is calculated to be no more than 
30 days, except for those cases when the cc de-
cides to have its decision enter into force on the 
day of its proclamation (see legal explanation on the 
previous page).

time frame for uDsc publication in the official Journal
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A
lbania is a member state of the council of eu-
rope. albania has signed the european con-
vention on human rights on 13/07/1995 and 

has ratified it on 2/10/1996, making it part of its do-
mestic legal system (article 17/2 of the constitution).

according to the definition of article 1 of the echr, 
the high contracting parties (i.e. albania also), un-
dertake the obligation to secure to everyone within 
their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms sanctioned 
by this convention (and its additional protocols). 

The european court of human rights and the com-
mittee of Ministers’ essential function is to ensure 
that member states comply with the obligations un-
dertaken upon ratification of the convention.  one of 
these obligations is the execution of the final judge-
ments of the echr, a process that is supervised by 
the committee of Ministers. 

publication of the final judgements of the echr by 
the respondent state is part of the monitoring process 
for the execution of such judgements. execution of 
echr’s final judgements represents some particulari-
ties when compared with a judgement ruled by a com-
mon domestic court. The court of strasbourg’s final 
judgement has two main components: the individual 
measures and the general measures. publication of the 
complete text body of the court’s final judgement is 
considered to be part of the implementing process of 
the general measures. it is supervised by committee 
of Ministers in its human rights Meetings, based on 
the information provided by the respondent state.

The high contracting parties of the echr are char-
acterised by a diversity of traditions and practice with 
regard to the publication of the court judgements. 
considering the importance of the case law of the 
echr, especially regarding the protection of human 
rights protection, the publication process is very im-
portant not only to the specific legal case. The uni-

fication of practice of the domestic courts is highly 
important and it is achieved only through the pro-
cess of translation, publication and dissemination of 
judgments of the echr. unification of legal practice 
prevents any possible human rights violation in the 
future, which in turn can give rise to new individual 
applications presented to the court. 

in 2002, the committee of Ministers adopted the rec-
ommendation (2002)13, according to which  all mem-
ber states are required to ensure publication in their 
respective national language as well as to provide ef-
fective dissemination of the convention’s text, along 
with publication of the echr case law, especially the 
one “introducing new developments in the interpretation 
of the Convention’s articles”. 

The publication of the final judgements in the official 
Journal is estimated as the model that best satisfies the 
purpose of this recommendation, without excluding 
other various private initiatives. albania has practi-
cally chosen the publication in the official Journal of 
the complete text body of the judgements regarding 
all the cases where it has been an respondent state. 

For the first time, cpii has included in this monitor-
ing report the findings related to the publication in 
the official Journal of the echr’s final judgements. 
it is worth highlighting that, as the term “recommen-
dation” implies, the publication of the echr judge-
ments in official Journal is not a legal obligation de-
riving from the domestic legal system of the republic 
of albania. 

The impact of the echr final judgments against al-
bania, has been very significant for the domestic case 
law. adjustment in conformity with such final judge-
ments, as well as familiarization with them through-
out the publication in the official Journal, provides 
in the best service to the fundamental human rights 
and freedoms’ guarantee in albania. 

The European Court of Human 
Rights (ECHR) in Strasbourg6

CHaPtEr
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no. Case of 
no. of 

application
Date of 

Judgment
Becomes 

final in
Published in the 
official Journal 

1
Bushati et al
vs. Albania 

6397/04 8/12/2009 8/03/2010 
Extra OJ no. 39, 2009

(issued on 08/01/2010) 

2 Caka vs. Albania 44023/02 8/12/2009 8/03/2010 Extra OJ no. 40, 2010

3 Mullai et al vs. Albania  9074/07 23/03/2010 23/06/2010 Extra OJ no. 41, 2010

4 Laska and Lika vs. Albania 
12315/04 dhe 

17605/04 
20/04/2010 20/07/2010 Extra OJ no. 42, 2010

5 Berhani vs. Albania 847/05 27/05/2010 04/11/2011 Extra OJ  no. 71, 2010 

6 Puto et al vs. Albania  609/07 20/07/2010 20/10/2010 Extra OJ no. 72, 2011 

7 Vrioni et al vs. Albania  
35720/04 dhe 

42832/06 
07/12/2010 11/04/2011 Extra OJ no 75, 2011

8 Gjyli vs. Albania 3290/07 07/12/2010 07/03/2011 Extra OJ no. 72, 2011 

9 Mishgjoni vs. Albania 18381/05 07/12/2010 07/03/2011 Extra OJ no. 72, 2011 
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final judgements & decisions of echr 

Following the search of data obtained from the echr of-
ficial website (hudoc database), a total of 7 judgments 
in which albania was a defendant have been issued dur-
ing 2010. only 3 of them became final judgments during 
2010, whereas the other 4 shall become final in 2011, a 
year which remains outside the intended timeline scope 
of this monitoring report. in the meantime, 2 echr de-
cisions taken in 2009 became final in 2010, specifically 
the "Bushati et al vs. Albania," case and the "Caka vs. 
Albania" case. This means that only 5 decisions, which 
were scheduled to become final in 2010 (in Table 2 at the 
bottom of the page, they correspond to those indexed by the or-

dinal numbers from 1 to 5) shall be subject to monitoring 
with regard to publication in the 2010 official Journal.
Following a review, it was evidenced that all these 
decisions were published in the 2010 official Jour-
nal (in the albanian language). Furthermore, the 
"Bushati et al v. Albania" (application no. 6397/04) 
and the "Caka v. Albania" case (application No. 
44023/02) were published in the official Journal be-
fore the date set for the final decision. in any case, 
they are indicators of an adequate publication pe-
riodicity of the echr judgments by the albanian 
Government. 

TAB. no.2

all judgements of EHCR, becoming final in 2010, 
in which Albania is a defendant,  are published 
in the Official Journal

As a conclusion:
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The Second Part provides an overview analisis 
of the publishing status in the official Journal 
of primary and secondary legislation (laws and 
bylaws) during the last five years (2006-2010). 
The analysis uses data related to each type of 
act that has been subject to monitoring by 
cpii in the context of the annual reports on 
“Transparency of State Publications in the 
Republic of Albania”.

The five-year data are grouped into tables in 
which numerical values are assigned to each 
type of act, for each and every year. They are 
further processed into special graphics, in order 
to provide a clear visualization of the publish-
ing level for each type of act and each institu-
tion, within the five-year period under moni-
toring (2006-2010). 

The calculations on the annual publishing level 
of acts are presented in percentages, in order 
to facilitate comparative evaluations in this re-
spect. also, the average publishing level of an 
act, issued by each and every  institution for the 
five years (2006-2010) taken altogether, is calcu-
lated in percentages. 

Based on the publishing level results, cpii has 
also come to conclusions on the level of com-
pliance with the provisions of organic laws 
imposing the obligation for publication in the 
official Journal of acts issued by the institu-
tion governed by these laws. such conclusion 
aims at indicating to what extent the central 

constitutional institutions enforce (behave in 
compliance with) the provisions of the respec-
tive laws which regulate their organization and 
functioning (in our case, the articles imposing 
the obligation for publication in the official 
Journal of the acts they issue). 

special graphs have also been developed re-
garding the deadlines for publication in the of-
ficial Journal of udsc. This is an explicit legal 
requirement imposed on the supreme court 
by virtue of article 19/3 of the organic law no. 
8588, dated 15.03.2000 “On the organization and 
functioning of the Supreme Court in the Republic 
of Albania.”

a special graphical presentation is selected to 
visualize the publishing level trend of acts for 
each year that is subject of the evaluation (2006-
2010). The trend analysis (be that decreasing or 
increasing) is provided both graphically and in 
narrative mode. cpii has made every effort to 
provide comprehensive and precise explana-
tions for each and every graphical trend elabo-
rated. 

The analytical methodology used by cpii to 
carry out the above evaluations, may serve as 
a methodical approach model for other stake-
holders who are interested in measuring the 
level of compliance with the law and/or com-
pliance with specific legal provisions, which 
might be of specific interest and which fall into 
the scope of their monitoring work. 

* * *

second parT
acTs' puBLishinG LeVeL anaLyses, 2006-2010
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in the context of this study, when we refer to the 
“level of compliance with legal provisions", we imply 
those articles of the constitution  or of the organic 
laws, which impose to the relevant institution the 
obligation for publishing the acts it issues in the of-
ficial Journal. it is worth emphasizing from the very 
outset that the process of the publication of acts in 
the official Journal implies a sender-receiver relation-
ship, respectively of the institution issuing the act 
with the state publications center, spc. The func-
tioning of the latter is regulated by a special Law no. 
8502, dated 29.6.1999, “On the establishment of SPC,” as 
amended. The evaluation of compliance with the pro-
visions of this law (8502) is not subject to this analy-
sis, as long as spc is a “host institution.” 

another reason for focusing only on the organic 
laws, specifically on the respective provisions im-
posing the obligation for publication of acts in the 
official Journal, is the fact that the organic laws pre-
vail over simple laws, as is the case with the Law no. 
8502. Furthermore, there are no empirical data to 

suggest that the acts issued by the central constitu-
tional institutions are left unpublished in the offi-
cial Journal by the spc itself, for reasons related to 
its internal organization and functioning. 

it is worth emphasizing that spc, though function-
ing in conformity with a special law, remains at the 
end of the day a subordinate institution (that is, un-
der the subordination of the Ministry of Justice). in this 
context, the central constitutional institutions (send-
ers) might logically dictate “the publication fate” of 
the acts they issue, rather than the subordinate in-
stitution (receiver) . 

The table below contains (details) a list of organic 
laws and of their specific provisions which require 
the publication in the official Journal of acts issued 
by the respective institution these laws govern (reg-
ulate). enforcement of these provisions (articles) by 
the institution itself shall be subject to evaluation in 
terms of level of compliance.

Institution  name of the organic law relevant
article

type of 
act

parliament The constitution of albania 84 & 117 law

council of ministers
law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 "on the organiza-
tion and functioning of the com." 

29 (point 1 & 2) Dcm, nafl

ministries (com in-
cluded)

law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 "on the organiza-
tion and functioning of the com."  

29 (point 3) instruction

supreme court
law no. 8588, dated 15.03.2000 “on the or-
ganization and functioning of the supreme 
court in the republic of albania 

19 (point 3) uDsc

constitutional court
law no. 8577, dated 10.2.2000. "on the or-
ganization and functioning of the constitu-
tional court in the republic of albania" 

26 (point 1) Judgemet

1	 Detyrimi	për	botimin	e	ligjeve	në	Fletore	Zyrtare	e	cakton	Kushtetuta.	Në	pjesën	e	tretë	të	Kushtetutës,	kreu	IV,	nenin	84/3	thuhet	se:	“ligji	hyn	në	fuqi	me	kalimin	e	jo	më	pak	se	
15 ditëve nga botimi i tij në Fletoren Zyrtare”. Kjo është edhe procedura e zakonshme e hyrjes në fuqi të ligjit.

2 Për të bërë një vlerësim objektiv të performancës së QPZ në raport me botimin e akteve që ajo merr në dorëim nga institucionet qëndrore kushtetuese është e domosmosdoshme 
kqyerja e hollësishme e regjistrit e saj, në të cilin regjistrohen aktet që ajo merr në dorësim për t’i procesuar më pas për botim.

MeThOdOlOgIcal explaNaTION

on the level of compliance with law provisions

  TAB. no.3

7
CHaPtEr
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no unpublished laws were evidenced (spoted) dur-
ing the examination of the official Journals issued 
in the time period 2006-2010. The table on the right 
provides a numerical presentation of all the laws en-
acted by the parliament and published by the spc in 
the official Journal for each year, based on the data 
provided in the reports on the Transparency of state 
publications in the republic of albania, from 2006 
to 2010.  

Year
 Total of laws 

approved

Laws published 

in OJ

Laws un-

published in OJ

2006 209 209 0

2007 184 184 0

2008 196 196 0

2009 157 157 0

2010 156 156 0

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
100 100 100 100 100 gjykata kushtetuese
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Viti Të botuara Të pabotuara gjykata kushtetuese

2006 100% 0%
2007 100% 0%
2008 100% 0%
2009 100% 0%
2010 100% 0%
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Të pabotuara
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The annual publishing level for the type of act: Law 
in the official Journal for the time period 2006-2010 
is at 100% (Graph. 1).

Graph. 2 introduces the average publishing level for the 
type of act: “Law” in the official Journal for the five-year 
period (2006-2010) taken altogether. This also marks 100%. 
This graph. concurrently indicates the level of compliance 
with the relevant provisions, which impose the obligation 
for publication of the act in question (see: Table 3) in the 
official Journal. all the 902 laws enacted (passed) during 
the five-year period, have been published in the official 
Journal of the republic of albania, meaning that the level 
of compliance with the law by the assembly is 100%. 

The publishing level trend for the type of act: “Law”, 
visualized in Graph. 3, is represented by a straight 
horizontal line which, in the vertical axe marks 100%.

Graph 1: Annual publishing level  

Graph 3: Publishing level trend
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100%

Graph 2: Average  publishing level (2006-2010)

aNalysIs Of acTs' publIshINg level, 2006-2010

Laws of the Assembly (Parliament)

  TAB. no.3

          TAB. no.4
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The council of Ministers (coM) is the institution issuing 
the largest number of acts within each year, compared to 
any other central institutions. The vast majority of these 
acts are decisions or as otherwise known, dcMs. 

occasionally, coM also issues normative acts with the force 
of law (naFL), which represent an insignificant number of 
the annual total. similarly, the council of Ministers periodi-
cally issues instructions. considering their fairly negligible 
size compared to the dcMs, the identification of the naFL 
or the instructions left unpublished is simple and with an 
almost “zero” error margin in the monitoring process. Fur-
ther, both types of acts in question are final in terms of the 
effects they generate, therefore, their “final destination” is 
the official Journal, as clearly defined in articles 29/1 and 
29/3 of the Law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 "On the organiza-
tion and functioning of the CoM."

unlike NAFL and Instructions of the CoM, the monitoring 
process for the act type: “dcM” follows quite a complicated 
protocol. This is due to the fact that not all dcMs are target-
ing the official Journal as their final destination. some of 
them have a transitory character (or nature). in more spe-
cific terms, the coM issues dcMs even when it approves in 
principle specific documents (agreements, lists of property 
inventories transferred for the central administration to the 
local government, etc.) or when it proposes a draft-law (bill). 
Let’s say, the latter should be ratified by the parliament and 
then submitted for publication to the official Journal (in this 
process, the dcM “evolves” into a law). hence, the final desti-
nation of the acts issued by the coM is not always the same. 
The final DCMs are submitted for publication in the official 
Journal; the transitory DCMs are sent for further approval 
to the parliament or even by the coM itself, which mast take 
the final decision on a second stage for a specific acts/docu-
ment (governmental agreement, final property list, etc.).  

Furthermore, the council of Ministers issues "confidential" 
dcMs (literaly translated from Albanian: "Secret"), which, 
by definition, do not get published (neither in the official 
Journal, nor in the coM official website). in the case of 
“confidential” dcMs, the cpii methodology cannot be ap-
plied, thus, facing its own limitations. 

it should also be emphasized that the consistency of the 
coM website is far from desirable, thus, narrowing the data 
benchmarking. The annual monitoring practice used by 
cpii has already evidenced that some of the dcMs published 
in the official Journal are not published at all on the coM 
official website. The discrepancies observed in this respect 

for the five-year period, 2006-2010, are detailed in Table 6.

due to the above reasons, the graphs representing the pub-
lishing level of the type of act: “DCM” shall be different from 
the graphs used for the acts of other institutions under mon-
itoring. Thus, subject to graphical visualization will be the 
annual number of dcMs submitted for publication in the 
official Journal each year, from 2006 to 2010 (in other words, 
the reflected values in these graphs derive from the sche-
matic verification for the years under analysis, 2006-2010.

such a graph does not necessarily indicate the publishing 
level of the type of act: “DCM” (or its non-publication). it 
simply gives an idea / indication on the percentage of dcMs 
which are not submitted for publication in the official Jour-
nal each year in proportion to the total number of dams is-
sued for that year. These unpublished DCMs may be either 
"confidential",  or DCMs "on the proposal of a draft law,” 
DCMs "on the approval in principle" or standard (final) 
DCMs, which, for various reasons (legal obligation, institu-
tional practice, inattentiveness, negligence, deliberate with-
holding) are not submitted for publication in the official 
Journal. never the less , the authors would interpret as a 
positive indicator each progressive growth (year after year) 
of the percentage of dcMs submitted for publication in the 
official Journal, compared to the percentage of dcMs left 
unpublished each year. 

another graph will compare the volume of different types 
of dcMs in relation to one-another, for every year under 
survey (2006-2010). Through a variation analysis, this graph 
aims to demonstrate the real size of the Grey Area where 
all unpublished dcMs are grouped, the attributes of which 
(title, date and index) are impossible to be identified or 
recognized  through the use of cpii methodology. To put 
it differently, this study manages to identify the Grey area 
only in quantitative terms, without differentiating (evaluat-
ing) which acts available within the  Grey Area should have 
been published in the official Journal and which not (tran-
sitory, "confidential" DCMs). 

a different methodological approach should be applied 
for the qualitative evaluation of those acts grouped in the 
Grey Area; this qualitative evaluation should be conducted 
within the archive of the institution that issues the acts and 
not by contrasting the data obtained by the outside public 
sources in which these acts are published (in our case, the 
dcMs published in the official Journal and the coM of-
ficial website content). 

MeThOdOlOgIcal explaNaTION 

on acts issued by the council of Ministers8
CHaPtEr
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Table 5 (next right) provides a detailed presentation in 
numerical values of the total number of dcMs that 
the coM has issued each year (2006-2010) and the 
ones published de facto in the official Journals of the 
respective year. 

Graph 1 introduces in percentage the ratio between the 
DCMs issued in a year and the DCMs published de-facto in 
Official Journals of that year. as it is clearly observed, the 
indicators are continuously improving: from 40% in 
2006 to almost 80% in 2010. For the purpose of meth-
odological accuracy, it should be reiterated that this 
“trajectory” aims simply to give an idea on the num-
ber of dcMs (that are not) sent each year for publica-
tion in the official Journal. This graph does not neces-
sarily determine the publishing level of the type of act: 
“DCM” in the literal meaning of the word, as some of 
the acts in question are of transitory or “confidential” 
nature (see: methodological explanation, pg. 38, on the left).
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Year
DCM approved 

in total
DCM published 

in the  OJ

DCM approved / 
DCM published, 

in %

2006 893 369 41.3%

2007 924 465 50.3%

2008 1720 1067 62.0%

2009 1305 803 61.5%

2010 1080 821 76.0%

Viti
DCM approved 

in total

DCM published 
in the CoM 

website

DCM approved / 
DCM published 

online, in %

2006 893 399 44.7%

2007 924 576 62.3%

2008 1720 1230 71.5%

2009 1305 1048 80.3%

2010 1080 625 57.9%

aNalysIs Of acTs' publIshINg level, 2006-2010

Decisions of the Council of Ministers, (DCM)

The CPII methodology intertwines two monitoring 
chains: Schematic and Factual verification. if for the first 
verification only a careful review of the official Journal 
would be sufficient, for the second, the comparison of 
data between at least two official sources in which the acts, 
subject to monitoring, are published (are made public) is 
required. one of these two sources is the official Journal, 
whereas the other one, as appropriate, may be the official 
website of the institution issuing the act, official reports/
strategies providing a summary of the approved acts, etc. The 
broader the comparison basis, the higher the possibility for 
identifying the indicative data of the acts left unpublished. 

When monitoring dcMs, the contents of the official Jour-
nal and the coM website are contrasted (compared). The 
latter, though being one of the websites with most adequate 
data on the issued acts compared to other institutions, 
marked a poorer performance in 2010 (Graph 2), where for 
the first time the official Journal exhibits more dcMs pub-
lished than the official website. Table 6 also presents in nu-
merical values the total number of the dcMs issued, dcMs 
issued and published in the official Journal each year and 
dcMs that may be available in the coM website. 
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GREy 
Zone 

2006 883 369 67 44 93 77 233

2007 924 154 102 62 69 70 467

2008 1720 1067 117 62 218 66 190

2009 1305 803 109 68 95 95 135

2010 1081 821 69 54 25 n/a 112

The variation analysis used for constructing the graphs aims 

to demonstrate, inter alia, the real size of the Grey area, where 

all the unpublished dcMs for each year, whose identification 

(title, date and index) is impossible through the cpii methodol-

ogy are grouped. in this case, the Grey Area represents the total 

number of dcMs known only to the Government or differently 

put, dcMs unknown to the ordinary albanian citizens. The na-

ture of the dcMs in the Grey area (all "confidential" DCMs, all 

definitive “non-confidential" DCMs, all non-definitive "non-con-

fidential” DCMs or a mixture, thereof) cannot be determined. 

Therefore, these graphs cannot serve the evaluation of the coM 

performance in qualitative terms or the accurate assessment of 

the level of compliance with article 29, Law no. 9000 by the coM.

Legend - Tab  no. 7

the graphs introduced in this page show the volume of different types of DCMs in relation to one-another and simultaneously in relation to their 

publication in the Official Journal for each year under monitoring (2006-2010). The numerical values, on which the graph percentages are calcu-

lated, are detailed in Table 7 at the bottom of the page, where the colors used for each column serve also as a legend for reading the graphs.
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The monitoring of the official Journals 2006-2010 for 
the act type “NAFL” of coM evidenced unpublished 
acts for the time period 2006-2008. Table  8 (on the 
right) presents the total number of naFLs approved 
by the council of Ministers and their publication in 
the official Journal in numerical values for each year, 
based on the data obtained from the report on the 
Transparency of state publications in the republic of 
albania for the time period 2006-2010.  

Year
 Totali i ANFL të 

miratuara

ANFL të botuara 

në FZ

ANFL të pabotu-

ara në FZ

2006 2 1 0

2007 2 2 0

2008 7 3 4

2009 10 10 0

2010 6 6 0

as indicated by Graphs 1 and 2, the publication status of the act type: “naFL” in the official Journal has been 
problematic during the years 2006 and 2008. during the last two years, 2009 and 2010, the situation was restored 
at positive maximum values (100% of the naFLs published in the official Journal) as also suggested by the pub-
lishing level trend of the acts (Graph 3).

Graph 1 introduces the annual publishing level of the 
act type: “naFL” in the official Journal for the time 
period 2006-2010. 

Graph 2 introduces the average publishing level of the 
act type “naFL” in the official Journal for the time pe-
riod 2006-2010, taken altogether. simultaneously, this 
graph indicates the coM’s level of compliance with ar-
ticle 29, point 1 of the Law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 
“On the organization and functioning of the Council of Min-
isters," which imposes on the latter the obligation for 
publication in the official Journal of the act in question.

Graph 3 introduces the publishing level trend of the 
act type “naFL” in the official Journal for the time 
period 2006-2010. 
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Graph 1: Annual publishing level  

Graph 3: Publishing level trend
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The right to issue instructions stays only with the body to 

which such a right is expressly recognized. according to the 

constitution, an instruction is issued only by the coun-

cil of Ministers and a minister (articles 100/5 & 102/4).

The Law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 “on the orga-

nization and functioning of the council of Min-

isters,” clearly stipulates by virtue of article 29, 

paragraph 3 that the: “Instructions of the Council 

of Ministers and of the minister acquire legal force 

after the publication in the Official Journal.” practi-

cally, the instruction is the most important act signed 

by a minister during the exercise of his functions. 

unfortunately, the monitoring processes carried out 

by cpii for these last five years has highlighted seri-

ous issues in terms of the periodicity of publication 

in the official Journal of the ministers’ instructions. 

Furthermore, the practice followed for indexing this 

type of act is not standardized. only some of the min-

istries, i.e, the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of educa-

tion (Mes), Ministry of Transport (MpWT), Ministry 

of environment (MeFWa) and Ministry of agriculture 

(MaFcp) use a regular index series for their instruc-

tions. This is an index series following an ascending nu-

merical order and it is based on the calendar year for-

mat. also, the council of Ministers uses the same index 

system (rule) for "tagging"the instructions it issues. This 

is practically the same index system used for the dcMs 

or even judgments of the constitutional court and may 

already be deemed as the standard system applicable in 

the republic of albania for indexing the most impor-

tant acts issued by the central constitutional institutions. 

This is an effective and consolidated indexing system.

The Ministries listed below use a different “indexing” 

system for the instructions they issue. in fact, more 

than act indexes, they may be considered “arbitrary” 

numbers “christening” the instruction without any spe-

cific chronological or numerical criteria. in some cases, 

it may be possible that the index number has derived 

from the index series of the preceding years. in each case, 

this renders the evaluation of the series regularity im-

possible, a fundamental element on which the monitor-

ing method used by cpii is based. The ministries which 

do not use the standard index series for the instruc-

tions signed by their senior officials, are the following:

1. Ministry of Justice

2. Ministry of Interior

3. Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs and Equal 

Opportunities

4. Ministry of Economy

5. Ministry of Health

The Ministry of Foreign affairs (MFa), Ministry 

of culture, youth and sports (Mcys) and Minis-

try of integration (Moi) are not included in this 

monitoring process due to the negligible num-

ber of instructions they issue during each calendar 

year on which the evaluation of the report on the 

Transparency of state publications is carried out. 

due to the above reasons, only the ministries using 

the standard index series for their instructions will be 

subject to evaluation with regards to the publishing 

level and percentage of the act type “instruction” (year 

after year and in total, for the time period 2006-2008). 

Table 9 sums up the numerical values of the published 

instructions  for each year and for each executive central 

institution under monitoring for the time period 2006-

2010. all values are based on the findings identified by 

cpii in the context of the annual reports on the "Trans-

parency of State Publications in the Republic of Albania." 

The graphs on instructions’ publishing level for each 

ministry are processed based on these numerical values. 

MeThOdOlOgIcal explaNaTION 

on instructions' publication in the official Journal9
CHaPtEr
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year 2010        TAB. no.9

naMe of the institution
instructions 

issueD
instructions 

publisheD in oJ
instructions  
unpublisheD

com 8 8 0

mof 47 32 14

mes 38 24 14

mpWT 28 (1 with fractioned index) 22 6

mafcp 19 1 18

mefWa 7 6 1

year 2009

com 2 2 0

mof 56 (4 with fractioned index) 33 23

mes 41 3 38

mpWT 11 6 5

mafcp 3 1 2

mefWa 3 1 2

year 2008

com 3 3 0

mof 48 (with fractioned index) 39 9

mes 45 22 23

mpWT 24 (1 with fractioned index) 11 13

mafcp 6 (1 with fractioned index) 2 4

mefWa 5 4 1

year 2007

com 6 6 0

mof 30 (with fractioned index) 24 6

mes 41 5 36

mpWT 20 12 8

mafcp 12 (with fractioned index) 3 9

mefWa 10 5 5

year 2006

com 5 5 0

mof 12 12 0

mes 49 3 46

mpWT 7 4 3

mafcp 2 2 0

mefWa 7 6 1
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The monitoring of the official Journals 2006-2010 
for the type of act: "CoM instruction” evidenced no 
unpublished instructions for this time period. Table 
10 (on the right) offers a detailed presentation of the 
total number of instructions issued by the council 
of Ministers year after year in numerical values for 
the period under survey. The table also introduces 
the number of coM instructions published (or not 
published) in the official Journal each year, according 
to the data obtained from the “Transparency of state 
publications” reports.

The annual publishing level of the type of act: “CoM 
instruction” in the official Journal is 100% each year, 
for the time period 2006 -2010 (Graph 1).

The average publishing level of the “CoM instruction” 
in the official Journal is also 100% for the time peri-
od 2006-2010 (Graph 2). Further, this graph indicates 
that the level of compliance with article 29, point 3 
of the Law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 “on the organi-
zation and functioning of the council of Ministers,” 
is also 100%.

consequently, the publishing level trend of the “CoM 
instruction” (Graph 3) is represented by a straight hor-
izontal line, which, in the vertical axe marks 100% for 
the five years under survey. 

aNalysIs Of acTs' publIshINg level, 2006-2010
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Year
Instructions
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TAB no.10

Graph 1: Annual publishing level  

Graph 3: Publishing level trend

Graph 2: Average  publishing level (2006-2010)
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The monitoring of the official Journals 2006-2010 
for the type of act: “MoF instruction” evidenced un-
published instructions for each year. Table 11 (on the 
right) provides a detailed presentation of the MoF in-
structions in numerical values year after year for the 
time period 2006-2010. it also introduces the num-
ber of the MoF instructions published (or not) in the 
official Journal each year, according to the data ob-
tained from the “Transparency of state publications 
in the republic of albania” reports.  

The annual publishing level of the type of act: “MoF instruc-
tion” in the official Journal marked 100% only in 2006. as 
Graph 1 indicates, the lowest values in act publishing level 
were encountered in 2009, at 59%. 

in 2010, the publishing level improved in comparison to 
2009, although the annual value was below the average 
publishing level (value) for the five-year period, marking 
78% (Graph 2). The 78% value determines the MoF’s level 
of compliance with the relevant legal provision, which im-
poses it the obligation to publish its instructions in the of-
ficial Journal (article 29/3, law 9000, dated 30.1.2003 “On the 
organization and functioning of the Council of Ministers).

The publishing level trend of MoF instructions is of a de-
scending nature as clearly indicated by Graph 3. From 2006 
to 2009 a continuous decline was observed and only in 2010 
did increase occur (Graph 3). however, the 2010 values ex-
ceeded only the 2009 values, but in no case did they exceed 
the publication values for the years 2006, 2007 and 2008.  
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published in OJ
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un published 
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2007 30 24 6

2008 48 38 9

2009 56 33 23

2010 47 32 14
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Graph 1: Annual publishing level  

Graph 3: Publishing level trend

Graph 2: Average  publishing level (2006-2010)
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The monitoring of the official Journals 2006-2010 for 
the type of act: “MES instruction” evidenced numer-
ous unpublished instructions for each year. Table 12 
(on the right) provides a detailed presentation of the 
Mes instructions in numerical values year after year 
for the time period 2006-2010. it also introduces the 
number of Mes instructions published (or not) in 
the official Journal, based on data obtained from the 
“Transparency of state publications in the republic of 
albania” reports.  

Graph 1 indicates that the annual publishing level of 
Mes instructions in the official Journal is among the 
lowest. in 2006 and 2009 it decreased to 7%. only in 
2010, it is observed for the first time that acts which 
got published in the oF exceeded those unpublished 
(63% of the total are publication in the oJ).

The average publishing level of Mes instructions in five 
years is only 27.4% (Graph 2). consequently, even the 
level of compliance of Mes with the legal requiremet 
in this respect (Article 29/3, Law No. 9000 “On the organi-
zation and functioning of the CoM” is the same, i.e. 27.4%. 
if that would be simultaneously used as a marking 
grade for the “homework” assigned to the Mes by the 
Law no. 9000, then Mes would have failed the class. 

The publishing level trend of Mes instructions is rep-
resented by a line which almost hits the “ground” in 
2006 and 2009. even though in 2010, the trend as-
cends to 63 % (or "6" to use again a teaching mark-
ing term), this still remains a poor result (Graph 3). 
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The monitoring of the official Journals 2006-2010 for 
the type of act: “MPWT instruction” has evidenced 
numerous unpublished instructions for each year.
Table 13 (on the right) provides a detailed presenta-
tion of the MPWT instructions in numerical values 
year after year, for the time period 2006-2010.  it also 
introduces the number of MPWT instructions pub-
lished (or not) in the official Journal, based on data 
obtained from the “Transparency of state publica-
tions in the republic of albania” reports.  

Graph 1 visualizes the annual publishing level of the MpWT 
instructions in the official Journal (each year  of the time 
period 2006-2010). The lowest values are reported in 2008, 
with only 46% of the instructions being published in the 
official Journal. every other year, acts’ publication percent-
age does not fall below 50%.

The average publishing level (2006-2010) of MpWT instruc-
tions in the official Journal is 59.8% (Graph 2). accordingly, 
this is also the level of compliance with article 29/3 of the Law 
no. 9000 dated 30.1.2003 “on the organization and function-
ing of the council of Ministers" by this ministry (MpWT). 

The publishing level trend of instructions issued by MpWT is 
represented by a broken line, which for 4 consecutive years, 
2006-2009, "twists" to 50% levels or rate. only in 2010 a sig-
nificant increase of the trend is observed, compared to the 
previous years. as suggested by Graph 3, from 2008 when the 
act publishing level reached the lowest values, to 2010, there 
is a steady increase in terms of the publishing level of instruc-
tions in the Official Journal by this ministry. In conclusion, 
we may state that the trend shows an improving tendency.
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The monitoring of the official Journals 2006-2010 
for the type of act: “MEFWA instruction” has also evi-
denced numerous unpublished instructions for each 
year. Table 14 (on the right) provides a detailed pre-
sentation of the MEFWA instructions in numerical 
values year after year, for the time period 2006-2010.  
it also introduces the number of MEFWA instructions 
published (or not) in the official Journal, based on 
data obtained from the “Transparency of state publi-
cations in the republic of albania” reports.  

The annual publishing level of MeFWa instructions 
reached its minimum in 2009, at about 33%. The 
highest value for the five years under monitoring was 
reached in 2010, at 86% (Graph 1).

The average publishing level of MeFWa instructions 
for the time period 2006-2010 was 65% (Graph 2). The 
65% value also represents the level of compliance with 
article 29/3 of the Law no. 9000, dated 30.1.2003 “on 
the organization and functioning of the council of 
Ministers" by this ministry (MeFWa). 

The publishing level trend of MeFWa instructions 
(2006-2010) indicates increases and decreases. year 
after year the ascending and descending values coun-
terbalance each other, making the performance eval-
uation (either positive or negative) practically impos-
sible. however, we should emphasize that 2010 marks 
the highest values of act publishing level, compared 
to the previous years, which might be interpreted as 
a positive indication (until the announcement of re-
sults for the year 2011).

aNalysIs Of acTs' publIshINg level, 2006-2010
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The monitoring of the official Journals 2006-2010 for 
the type of act: “MAFCP instruction” has indicated a  
worsening of the situations with regard to this act’s 
publishing levels in the oJ.  Table 15 (on the right) 
provides a detailed presentation of the MAFCP in-
structions in numerical values year after year, for the 
time period 2006-2010. it also introduces the number 
of MAFCP instructions published (or not) in the offi-
cial Journal, based on data obtained from the “Trans-
parency of state publications" reports.

as indicated by Graph 1, the annual publishing level 
of MAFCP instructions declined from 100% in 2006 to 
a minimum value of only 5% in 2010. it is also noted 
that the larger the number of instructions issued by the 
MaFcp within one year, the lower the value of act pub-
lishing level tends to be. 

The publishing level trend (Graph 3) displays a "chaise-
longue" shape. The years 2007 and 2010 represent the 
legs and the year 2006 represents the back.

The average publishing level of the type of act: “MAFCP In-

struction” for the five-year period (2006-2010) was 39.6%. 
as already clarified, this is the value determining the lev-

el of compliance with article 29/3, Law no. 9000, dated 
30.1.2003 “on the organization and functioning of the 
council of Ministers" by the MaFcp with regards to the 
publication of its own instructions in the official Journal.

if we rounded off the degree/level of compliance (not in 
%), the Ministry of agriculture would "fail the class" as 
it would receive only an “F” mark. 

aNalysIs Of acTs' publIshINg level, 2006-2010

Instructions of Ministry of Agriculture
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2008 34% 66%
2009 34% 66%
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2006 100% 0%
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2008 100% 0%
2009 100% 0%
2010 100% 0%
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Year
Instructions

in total
Instructions

published in OJ
Instructions
un published 

2006 2 2 0

2007 12 3 9

2008 6 2 4

2009 3 1 2

2010 19 1 18
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TAB no.15

Graph 1: Annual publishing level  

Graph 3: Publishing level trend

Graph 2: Average  publishing level (2006-2010)
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decisions for the unification and amendment of the 
judicial practice are published in the upcoming issue 
of the official Journal (article 19/3, Law	no.	8588,	dat-
ed 15/03/2000 “On the organization and functioning of 
the Supreme Court in the Republic of Albania”. 

The monitoring of the official Journal exhibits that 
only one udsc, dated in 2007, remained unpublished 
in the time period 2006-2010 (Table 16, on the right). 
Meanwhile, the situation appears normal in the other 
years under survey, based on the data obtained from 
the "Transparency of state publications" reports.

as suggested by Graph 1, only in 2007 the annual pub-
lishing level of udsc declined from the absolute value 
of 100% (out of a total of 9 unifying decisions, only 8 
or 89% of the total number were published in the 2007 
official Journal). 

The average publishing level of udsc in the official 
Journal for the five years period (2006-2010) taken alto-
gether is 99.2%. This represents simultaneously the lev-
el of compliance by the supreme court itself with arti-
cle 19/3 of its organic Law (no. 8588, dated 15.03.2000 
“On the organization and functioning of the Supreme 
Court in the Republic of Albania" by the Supreme Court).

Graph 3 visualizes the publishing level trend of the 
udsc in the official Journal for the five-year period, 
2006-2010. it reveals a balanced trend (100% rate), with 
the exception of the year 2007, in which it suffered a 
decline of 4% from the maximum value. 

aNalysIs Of acTs' publIshINg level, 2006-2010

Unifying Decisions of the Supreme Court 
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The legal timeline for the publication of the udsc 
in the official Journal has been subject to moni-
toring and evaluation in the context of the annual 
"Transparency of state publications in the republic 
of albania” reports.

The	Law	no.	8588,	dated	15/03/2000	“On the organiza-
tion and functioning of the Supreme Court in the Republic of 
Albania.”, has given a special importance to the prom-
ulgation and publication of the decisions ruled by this 
court.	Article	19	of	this	law	explicitly	stipulates	that:

1. The decisions of the Supreme Court are proclaimed 
with the reasoning no later than 30 days from the 
date of the termination of the judicial examination.    

2. The decisions of the Joint Panels, along with the 
reasoning of the minority, shall be published in the 
Periodical Bulletin o f the Supreme Court.               

3. Decisions for the unification and amendment of the 
judicial practice1 are published in the upcoming is-
sue of the Official Journal.

considering the explicit definition of article 19/3, 
the authors of this monitoring report have identi-
fied “the earliest issue of the Official Journal” in which 
the udsc should have been published, starting to 
count from the date on which the judgment was an-
nounced  (human error margin: 5-10%). it is clear 
that any delays in the proclamation of the udsc, 
in breach of the time limits imposed by article 19, 
point 1, would automatically lead to a breach of 
point 3 of the same article (19). 

Table 18 on page 52 gives a full list of the udsc for 
the five-year period under survey (2006-2010). The 
two last columns on the right side of the table respec-
tively introduce the official Journal editions in which 
the udsc is published and the official Journal edi-
tions in which the authors of the monitoring report 
deem that the act should have been published, allow-
ing for one month of grace in calculating the time 
limits, in compliance with article 19/3 of the Law 
no. 8588, dated 15.03.2000 “on the organization and 
functioning of the supreme court.” 

Graph 1 introduces the trend of publication delays of 
the udsc, whereas Table 17 introduces the findings 
in numerical values and other specifications required 
for the type of act: “UDSC” (2006-2010).

year
DeciDeD cases by Joint 

colleges of the sc
uDsc

civil 
uDsc

penal 
uDsc

uDsc unpublisheD 
in oJ

average publication 
Delay of uDsc in oJ

2010 2 1 1 0 0 4 months

2009 18 8 3 5 0 4.2 months

2008 4 2 1 1 0 6.1 months

2007 27 9 1 8 1 2.3 months

2006 14 6 6 0 0 3.3 months
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Tab. No. 17

aNalysIs Of delays IN publIcaTION, 2006-2010

Unifying Decisions of the Supreme Court 

Grafiku 1: The trend of publication delays of the UDSC
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Tab. No. 18 - Unifying Decisions of the Supreme Court, 2006-2010

Year nr. Indexing number of  
Unifying Decision (UD)

Date of Unifying 
Decision

official Journal 
where UD was 

published 

official Journal where 
UD should have been 

published

2010 1 no.2 of main register   
Decision no.1

26.11.2011 no.74 (extra) 
april 2011

no.157 
30/11/2010

2009 1 no.6/4 of main register   
Decision no.1

6.1.2009 no.171                           
 9/12/2009

no.8                                           
9/2/2009

2 no.5/3 of main register  
Decision no.2

6.1.2009 no.82                       
 8/6/2009

no.8       
 9/2/2009

3 no.7/5 of main register  
Decision no.5

20.1.2009 no.102                     
 8/7/2009

no.13                                
 20/02/09

4 no.4/3 of main register  
Decision no.1

8.1.2009 no.117                 
 10/8/2009

no.8                               
 9/2/2009

5 no.6/5 of main register  
Decision no.2

6.2.2009 no.125                     
 24/08/09

no.21                                    
6/3/2009

6 no.9 of main register  
Decision no.4

24.6.2009 no.125              
 24/08/09

no.112                              
 24/07/09

7 no.2/1 of main register  
Decision no.5

15.9.2009 no.171                          
 9/12/2009

no.145                              
 20/10/09

8 no.6/5 of main register  
 Decision no.2/1

2/10/2009 no.162                       
 27/11/09

no.148                                   
2/11/2009

2008 1 no.8 of main register  
Decision no.3

12/2/2008 no.150 
3/10/2008

no.37 
12/3/2008

2 no.1 of main register 
Decision no.1

27/03/2008 no.149 
24/09/08

no.59 
25/04/08

2007 1 no.2/2 of main register 
Decision no.1

25/01/07 no.97 
1/8/2007

no.18 
24/02/07

2 no.8/1 of main register 
Decision no.3

24/01/07 no.18 
24/02/07

no.18 
24/02/07

3 no.10/3 of main register 
Decision no.5

22/01/07 no.30 
23/03/07

no.15 
22/02/07

4 no.9/2 of main register 
Decision no.6

24/01/07 no.97 
1/8/2007

no.18 
24/02/07

5 no.1 of main register 
Decision no.8 

12/9/2007 no.150 
13/11/07

no.133 
11/10/2007

6 no.4 of main register 
Decision no.10

12/9/2007 no.156 
27/11/07

no.133 
11/10/2007

7 no.12/5 of main register 
Decision no.19 

15/11/07 no.191 
7/2/2008

no.168 
17/12/07

8 no.5 of main register 
Decision no.20

15/11/07 no.191 
7/2/2008

no.168 
17/12/07

2006 1 no.11/2 of main register 
Decision no.1

31/01/2006 no.43 
 10/05/06

no.13 
01/03/06

2 no.13/4 of main register 
Decision no.3

3/2/2006 no.43 
 10/05/06

no.16 
06/03/06

3 no.12 of main register 
Decision no.4

1/2/2006 no.34 
14/04/06

no.13 
 01/03/06

4 no.5 of main register 
Decision no.5

3/3/2006 no.54 
 02/06/06

no.22 
 06/04/06

5 no.7 of main register 
Decision no.9

9/3/2006 no.119 
 20/11/06

no.26 
 10/04/06

6 no.7 of main register 
Decision no.13

9/3/2006 no.107 
13/10/06

no.26 
 10/04/06

aNalysIs Of delays IN publIcaTION, 2006-2010
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no unpublished judgements (decisions) given by 
the cc were evidenced during the examination of 
the official Journals issued in the time period 2006-
2010. The Tab. 19 (on the right) provides a numeri-
cal presentation of all judgements (decisions) given 
by the cc and published by the spc in the official 
Journal for each year, based on the data provided in 
the reports on the Transparency of state publica-
tions in the republic of albania, from 2006 to 2010.  

Year
Instructions

in total
Instructions

published in OJ
Instructions
un published 

2006 30 30 0

2007 45 45 0

2008 29 29 0

2009 32 32 0

2010 38 38 0

aNalysIs Of acTs' publIshINg level, 2006-2010

Judgments of the Constitutional Court 

The annual publishing level for the judgements of 
constitutional court (or decisions) is 100% for each 
of the years under put under monitoring of the time-
period 2006-2010  (see: Graph 1).

consequently, even the average publishing level of 
the cc's decisions (judgements) for the time period 
2006-2010 is 100% (Graph. 2) and the same is also the 
level of compliance of the constitutional court with 
its own organic law, (with special regards to article 
26, points 1 & 2, Law no. 8577, dated 10.2.2000. "On 
the organization and functioning of the Constitutional 
Court in the Republic of Albania").

The publishing level trend of the constitutional 
court judgments (decisions) in the official Journal is 
represented by a straight horizontal line, which, in its 
vertical axe, remains at the maximum value of 100% 
for the whole time period 2006-2010 (Graph 3). 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

TAB no.19
Graph 1: annual publishing level  

Graph 3: Publishing level trend

Graph 2: average  publishing level (2006-2010)
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We shall logically proceed with the initial recommenda-

tions to the “sending” institutions, but also to the state pub-

lications center (receiver), to publish in the “supplemental” 

official Journals, the acts which were identified through this 

monitoring report as unpublished in 2010. such a practice 

was also followed in 2010 by spc, which printed and circu-

lated a large number of “supplemental” official Journals, in 

which over 400 dcMs were published. Most of these dcMs 

had been caught in the backlog since 2005. This special edi-

tions of supplemental official Journals (unique in terms of 

volume) though delayed, ensured (restored) effective access 

to a series of acts which arose public and media interest.

if this positive precedent would be replicated again this 

time, special importance should be given to the publication 

of ministers’ instructions because, as it has been already 

made clear in the theoretical deliberations of this report 

(monitoring legitimacy), they are acts of normative character 

and their publication in the official Journal determines the 

moment of their entry into force. While recommending the 

publication of instructions in the official Journal, though 

with delay, cpii takes into consideration the principle that 

the non-publication of an act in the official Journal does not 

necessarily bring its invalidity, but its ineffectiveness; invalid-

ity itself is assessed in its entirety. The legal effects that might 

be generated from the act until its publication, have no le-

gal force and the act is considered irrelevant and inexistent1. 

secondly, the problems encountered through the monitor-

ing of the five-year period, 2006-2010, have clearly identi-

fied the need for the unification of the act indexing system, 

particularly with regards to the ministers’ instructions. The 

Ministry of interior, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of econo-

my (MeTe) or Ministry of health do not use the standard 

index system for their instructions. in fact, rather than act 

indexes, they may be considered protocol numbers “baptiz-

ing” the instruction. in some cases it may be possible that 

the index number has derived from the previous years. 

This renders impossible the evaluation of the index series 

regularity, a fundamental element on which the monitor-

ing method used by cpii is based. setting up arbitrary the 

act’s attributes (date, & index no.) undermines the commit-

ments recently undertaken by the albanian Government at 

national and international level for open, transparent and 

accountable governance, because it renders impossible the 

identification of such acts by interested subjects (interested 

entities, legal professionals, normally citizens, etc.),  com-

promising the effective access to the legislation. This may 

have a negative impact (leading to reduction) on acts’ level 

of enforcement, or level of compliance with the specific law 

provisions. in arguing so, we do take for granted that the in-

stitution issuing the act has a direct interest on the act being 

enforced. its effective notification serves exactly this purpose.  

another element most frequently encountered in the cases 

of ministers’ instructions, is the arbitrary determination of 

the last provision of the instruction itself, which specifies 

the time of the entry into force of the act.  Law No. 9000, 

dated 30.1.2003 “On the organization and functioning of the 

Council of Ministers” clearly establishes through article 29, 

paragraph 3 that the: “instructions of the council of Minis-

ters and of the minister acquire legal force after their publi-

cation in the official Journal.” such legal stipulation clearly 

implies that this type of act cannot become effective prior 

to its publication in the official Journal. in contravention 

to this legal stipulation, in the vast majority of cases, the 

provisions establishing the entry into force of instructions 

have a standard formulation of the type: “This instruction 

enters into force immediately.” 

cpii recommends that the institutions which issue acts sub-

ject to publication in the official Journal, discard this prac-

tice that does not take into account the legal stipulations. 

They must reformulate the act’s entry into force provision 

based on the explicit requirement of the Law No. 9000 “On 

the organization and functioning of the CoM”. article 29 of this 

Law clearly imposes the publication modalities of an act, 

especially with regard to entry into force following publi-

cation in the official Journal. in this context, it is worth 

emphasizing that the instruction is the most important act 

a minister issues in the exercise of his governing functions 

and duties.  if the laws (primary legislation) generally regu-

late the legal relations in a specific area, what remain most 

tangible for the implementing entity (enforcement agencies, 

subjects, etc) are the bylaws (secondary legislation), in par-

ticular the instructions of the line minister specifying in 

RECOMMENDATIONS10
CHaPtEr

1 “E Drejta Administrative 2” Sokol Sadushi, third edition, revised 2005, pg.5
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details the law implementation modalities and/or dcMs, 

in the specific case. The subjects (enforcement agencies) 

are only required to follow/comply with these instructions. 

Therefore, the access of the implementing body or subject 

to these acts should be fully ensured, starting with their 

public disclosure. This is achieved not only through their 

publication in the official Journal (legally defined) but also 

through the ministries’ websites in a specially earmarked 

and user-friendly medium.   

The increase of the absorbing and processing spc capaci-

ties is another recommendation put forward in the context 

of this report. The survey conducted for the five-year pe-

riod, 2006-2010, evidenced a fairly high number of acts to 

be handled by spc each year for publication in the official 

Journal. certainly, daily spc faces a real professional chal-

lenge to accomplish strictly its legal mission, as stipulated 

in Law No. 8502 “On the establishment of the Center for Official 

Publications,” as amended. 

cpii has repeatedly recommended (in both previous re-

ports) that the grounds for the lack of spc technical ca-

pacities and human resources for the publication of this 

number of acts, might be eliminated if the albanian state 

would recognize the official effect of the electronic publi-

cation of the official Journal. according to some experts, 

this initiative might certainly require some interpretations 

of the constitution. We welcome the fact that such a rec-

ommendation has been taken into account (some amend-

ments to the Law no. 8502 “on the establishment of spc,” 

as amended, are being reviewed). 

cpii has already clearly stated its position that the amend-

ment of the Law No. 8502 "On the establishment of the Center 

for Official Publications” as amended, would not necessarily 

imply the amendment of the constitution. in more simple 

terms, cpii has recommended that the current print publi-

cation of the official Journal might continue as usual, but 

at a much more reduced circulation. in the meantime, the 

law should specify modalities when an electronic version 

of the official Journal should be considered the identical 

copy of the print format. The electronic copies of the of-

ficial Journal published in the internet would make up for 

the reduction of the circulation in a print format. simulta-

neously, they would highly improve public access to the act 

database. if this also were to be the version to be adopted in 

the context of the anticipated amendments to the Law No. 

8502, as amended, only 100 print copies may be printed for 

archival purposes and to overcome any potential defaults 

or manipulation of the online systems. These authentic 

print copies may be submitted to the key national consti-

tutional institutions, in order to administer them in their 

archives, such as the national Library, the state archives or 

any other similar institutions.  

For more than a year now, the Ministry of Justice has been 

working on drafting the anticipated amendments to the Law 

no. 8502.  These amendments are also expected to address 

the issue of the electronic publication of the official Jour-

nal. in this context, cpii would recommend to the Ministry 

of Justice to involve better in the drafting process specialized 

stakeholders of the civil society, who make real contribu-

tions in the area of access to legislation. Last year, cpii orga-

nized a round table of a high technical level, with the most 

distinguished experts in the area of official publications and 

e-governance, attended by senior officials of the Ministry of 

Justice. a summary of the recommendations of this round 

table was then sent to the Ministry of Justice. cpii commis-

sioned two distinguished local experts in the area of admin-

istrative law, to carry out a genuine comparative study on 

the relevant practice of the european countries. This study 

was submitted for further evaluation to the Ministry of Jus-

tice. it is already a well-known fact that most of the europe-

an countries have “abandoned” the print publication (paper 

version) of the official Journal. These countries have al-

ready closed down gigantic printing houses and have adopt-

ed a brand new approach, guaranteeing a high-level access to 

the official act database to anyone, reduction of the cost of 

the official Journal, elimination of distribution delays, etc. 

another cpii recommendation in light of drafting of 

amendments to the Law No. 8502, as amended, would be the 

coordination of the deadlines for the publication of acts in 

the official Journal, as established by this law, with the ones 

established respectively by the organic law on the supreme 

court (no. 8588) and the constitutional court (no. 8577). 

in conclusion, a recommendation on the issue of the ”back-

log” of the international acts ratified over the years by the 

parliament, whose text has not been published in the of-

ficial Journal in the albanian language. cpii observed that 

this backlog is several times larger than the one identified 

by the ombudsman in the special report no. 1, which was 

submitted to the parliament on 23 May 2008. cpii will 

make public shortly the results of a comprehensive evalu-

ation of the situation during the last twenty years, in re-

spect of the unpublished international acts. however, we 

currently recommend to the Ministry of Justice and other 

relevant institutions to proceed without delay in terms of 

the reduction of the backlog recommended for publication 

in the official Journal by the ombudsman. 
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in general terms, the “Çip” Methodology consists of two linked 
components: 

1. Schematic – Identification of unpublished acts in the Official 
Journal, through examining the consistency of the numerical 
order (series) used to index each type acts (Laws, Decisions, 
Instructions, etc). Each interruption of the indexing series 
resulting after examining the Official Journal indicates a 
non-published act. This verification component tends to 
give answer to the question “how many” acts, subject of 
publication in the Official Journal, have been published and 
how many of them lack the publication.  

2. Factual – Cross-examination of findings through comparison 
of two ore more official sources in which acts are being stored. 
This tends to give answer to the question “what” official acts 
have not been published concretely (as number, title and text 
body content). 

With regard to identification of unpublished laws, the “Çip” 
Methodology performs high efficiency (margin error: 95-98%) 
due to the simplicity of the indexing order used for tagging 
this type of act (ascending numerical order) but also due to the 
fact that the laws approved by the parliament are of definitive 
nature and as such their final destination is the publication in 
the oJ which is a juridical condition for the entry into force. 
The same high verification efficiency is performed also when 
applied upon normative acts with legal power (naLp) as well 
as court decisions (supreme court, constitutional court). 

With regard to identification of unpublished decisions of 
the council of Ministers (dcM), the verification protocol is 
far more complicated. The main reason for hat is that not all 
dcMs are subject of publication in the official Journal. a sig-
nificant part of decision-making by the council of Ministers 
is proposal of draft laws (article 81 of the constitution) and 
approval in principle of international agreements. Both types 
of such acts are sent to the assembly, respectively for approval 
or ratification (when ratification is required by the effective 
legal provisions). in such case all this type of dcMs must be 
separated before methodological verification begins (margin of 
human error: 92%).

a relative difficulty represents also the identification of unpub-
lished ministerial instructions. “Çip” Methodology provides 
with a specific verification protocol, mainly consisting of ap-
plying Schematic component. as explained, each absence or 
void in the numerical order in official Journal of a given year, 
indicates necessarily a missing, conseguently an unpublished 
ministerial instruction. 

Factual component of the Methodology is applied only when 
possible when verifying instructions’ publication in the oJ. 
unlike the coM, the ministries do not publish online in their 
respective official websites all (in some cases not at all) the in-
structions issued by the ministers, though such type of acts rep-
resent the most important issued by the minister in exercise of 
their duties. in order to generate as much as possible “raw ma-

terial” for the Factual component to take place, in addition to 
official websites of the ministries, all government documents, 
i.e. strategies, annual progress reports, bulletins etc are careful-
ly examined to extract every possible data that might expand 
basis for verification while comparing searching to identify 
those missing instructions whose index number is known, but 
not their content (title, date of approval, text body).

another reason to apply the Factual component while monitor-
ing the ministerial instructions’ publication in oJ is the uncer-
tainty that the last index number that closes up the indexing 
series of instructions issued by a given ministry, might not be 
defacto the last one. as long as we assume that not all ministe-
rial instructions are being published in the oJ, it is reasonable 
to accept the possibility that the unpublished act might be also 
the one tat closes up the index series (and not only those in 
between). for this reason, if during exploration and content 
examination of ministerial websites, governmental strategies, 
official bulletins etc, will be come across with instructions re-
sulting or “tagged” with a higher index number that the last 
one published in the oJ of that year, than all calculations will 
be based upon this new higher index number that closes up de 
facto the indexing series of that given ministerial instruction in 
the given year (see: Schematic component).

another methodological restriction in monitoring publication 
consistency of ministerial instructions is that not all ministries 
apply the same indexing method or system to “tag” the instruc-
tions each of them issue. speaking in concrete terms, The coM, 
MoF, Moes, MopWTT, MoeFWa, Moacp use an ascending 
numerical order on calendar year bases to index their respective 
instructions, while, MoJ, Moh, MeTe, MoLsaeo use a non-
conventional indexing order, which seems to “tag” instructions 
with protocol numbers. in such case, only Factual component 
of verification can by apply upon, for as long as this is feasible. 
results generated this way are to be considered “fragile” from 
the methodological point of view. nevertheless, the findings re-
garding instructions issued by these ministries which are left un-
published, can not be smaller in any a case than reported below. 
on the contrary, in any case, they tend to be higher in theory. 

The following official sources have been used as basis for verifi-
cation in the context of this monitoring project:

1. official Journals of 2006, 2007. 2008 and 2009
2. extra editions of official Journals
3. electronic archive of spc (www.qpz.gov.al) 
4. The official website of the council of Ministers.  

(www.keshilliministrave.al) 
5. The official website of the ministries 
6. Governmental documents i.e. progress reports, strategies, etc.
7. recommendations of people’s advocate
8. The official website of the constitutional court  

(http://www.gjk.gov.al/)
9. The official website of the supreme court            

(http://www.gjykataelarte.gov.al/)
10. The official website of the echr                                                         

(http://www.echr.coe.int/echr/Homepage_EN)

BRIEFLy ON 
"ÇIP" METHODOLOGy11

CHaPtEr
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specIal aNex 

TABLES OF UN-PUBLISHED DCMs, 2010

due to the specificity in terms of volume and interest 
that they represent, the dcMs identified as unpub-
lished in the official Journal, 2010 will be grouped 
in two special tables in this special annex. each table 
consist on easily distinguished columns, each of them 
under the following headings:

1. Title of DCM
2. Date of DCM
3. DCM’s entry into force modality
4. Source at which this DCM was found

tab. no. 20  contains 25 the dcMs which are pub-

lished on the coM website, but not in the oJ 2010.

tab. no.21 contains 54 dcMs for the approval in 

principle which are published on the coM website, 

but not also in the official Journals of 2010.

practice sugests that such dcMs for the approval in 

principle are not submited for publication in the of-
ficial Journal, because they are considered to be acts 
of transitory natyre (supposed to complemented by 

successive acts). as a matter of fact, the Law no. 9000 
"On the organization and functioning of the CoM" does 
not make any distinction in its provisions (article 29) 
which would exlude from publication in the official 
Journal these transitory DCMs. however, with the 
aim of taking into account the alternative [opposing] 
arguments on the issue, the findings related to dcMs 
on the approval in principle will be listed in a separate 
table (Tab. 21). The discussion whether they should 
also be considered as unpublished dcMs in the of-
ficial Journal let remain a prerogative of anyone who 
wishes to be involved in this doctrinaire debate, after 
having carefully reviewed the nature of these acts. 

The title of the dcMs listed in Tab. No.20 and No.21 
will not be translated into english for not altering or 
modifying any word, phrase, or context of the bylaw 
during consistency verification by those who might 
have a direct interest on this monitoring findings. The 
second reason for non-translating acts' titles has to do 
with fact that their publication targets mostly the in-
ner institutions and domestic public. 

no. DCM (title and content) identifyed as unpublished in the official 

Journal, 2010

Issued in Mode of entry 

into force

publication 

sourse

1
VenDim pËr DHËnien nË pËrDorim KomisioniT TË proKurimiT pub-
liK TË Disa mJeDiseVe, nË aDminisTrim TË aGJencisË sË proKurimiT 
publiK

07/04/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

2

VenDim pËr Kalimin nË pËrGJeGJËsi aDminisTrimi TË pronËs “Zyra 
DoGanore, DreJToria raJonale, GJiroKasTËr”, nGa minisTria e fi-
nancaVe (DreJToria e pËrGJiTHsHme e DoGanaVe), Te minisTria e 
brenDsHme, pËr DreJTorinË e pËrGJiTHsHme TË policisË sË sHTeTiT 

07/04/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

3
VenDim per nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraTuar pËr 
minisTrinË e sHËnDeTËsisË, pËr mbulimin e pJessHËm TË sHpenZi-
meVe TË KurimiT TË sHTeTasiT besniK HerceKu, nË iTali

24/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

4
VenDim per nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraTuar pËr 
minisTrinË e sHËnDeTËsisË, pËr mbulimin e pJessHËm TË sHpenZi-
meVe TË KurimiT TË sHTeTasiT KliTi KËrXHalli, nË iZrael

24/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

5
V e n D i m per nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraT-
uar pËr minisTrinË e sHËnDeTËsisË, pËr mbulimin e pJessHËm TË 
sHpenZimeVe TË KurimiT TË sHTeTasiT faDil meHmeTaJ, nË GJermani

24/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

6
V e n D i m pËr nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraTuar 
pËr KryeminisTrinË, pËr paGesËn e ZyrËs sË pnuD-iT, nË TiranË

17/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

7
V e n D i m pËr miraTimin e VlerËs sË nDiHmËs pËr DËmeT e sHKaKTu-
ara nË obJeKTe, pronË priVaTe, nGa resHJeT e sHiuT DHe pËrmbyT-
JeT, nË QarQeT sHKoDËr DHe leZHË

17/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

TAB. no. 20
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no. DCM (title and content) identifyed as unpublished in the official 

Journal, 2010

Issued in Mode of entry 

into force

publication 

sourse

8
V e n D i m pËr DHËnie fonDi financiar basHKisË KruJË TË QarKuT TË Dur-
rËsiT, pËr ZbaTimin e proJeKTeVe emerGJenTe, QË liDHen me marrJen e 
masaVe reHabiliTuese DHe mbroJTËse nGa faTKeQËsi TË nDrysHme

10/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

9
V e n D i m pËr nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e miraTuar pËr ViTin 2010, pËr 

basHKinË KuKËs, pËr ZbaTimin e proJeKTiT reHabiliTimi i mbulesaVe TË pallaT-

eVe, nË laGJen nr.1, KuKËs

10/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

10

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin e proGramiT TË pËrGJiTHsHËm analiTiK TË proJeKTeVe, 

QË Do TË paraQiTen pËr sHQyrTim nË KËsHillin e minisTraVe, GJaTË ViTiT 2010
10/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

11
V e n D i m pËr emËrimin nË DeTyrË TË anËTarËVe TË KomisioniT TË proKurimiT 

publiK 
10/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

12
VenDim per sHTesË fonDesH pËr aGJencinË KombËTare bËrTHamore 03/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

13
VenDim per HapJen e pËrfaQËsisË DiplomaTiKe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË nË 

KuVaJT, sHTeTi i KuVaJTiT
This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

14
VenDim per DHËnie fonDi financiar KomunËs pasKuQan TË QarKuT TË TiranËs, 

pËr ZbaTimin e proJeKTiT emerGJenT, rrËsHQiTJa Te VarreZaT nË pasKuQan , 

pËr marrJen e masaVe reHabiliTuese DHe mbroJTËse

03/03/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

15
V e n D i m pËr HapJen e pËrfaQËsisË DiplomaTiKe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË 

nË braTislaVË, republiKa e slloVaKisË
03/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

16
V e n D i m pËr caKTimin e numriT TË pËrfaQËsuesVe TË orGaniZaTaVe TË punËmar-

rËsVe DHe TË punËDHËnËsVe nË KËsHillin KombËTar TË punËs
03/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

17
V e n D i m pËr nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraTuar pËr mini-

sTrinË e buJQËsisË, usHQimiT DHe mbroJTJes sË KonsumaToriT, pËr auToriTe-

Tin KombËTar TË usHQimiT

24/02/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

18
V e n D i m pËr nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraTuar pËr mini-

sTrinË e sHËnDeTËsisË, pËr mbulimin e pJessHËm TË sHpenZimeVe TË KurimiT 

TË Z. simon lusHaJ, nË TurQi

24/02/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

19
V e n D i m pËr nJË nDrysHim nË VenDimin nr.88, DaTË 15.2.2006, TË KËsHilliT TË mini-

sTraVe, VpËr pËrcaKTimin e pËrbËrJes sTruKTurore DHe sHpËrblimin e KËsHilliT 

KombËTar TË sporTiT, TË nDrysHuar

24/02/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

20
V e n D i m pËr nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraTuar pËr minisTri-

nË e financaVe, pËr KryerJen e riKonsTruKsioniT TË aKaDemisË sË TraJnimeVe 

TË aDminisTraTËs TaTimore DHe DoGanore

17/02/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

21
V e n D i m pËr nJË sHTesË fonDi nË buXHeTin e ViTiT 2010, miraTuar pËr insTiTu-

Tin e sTaTisTiKaVe, pËr KryerJen e riKonsTruKsioniT TË nDËrTesËs, nË aDmin-

isTrim TË KËTiJ insTiTucioni

17/02/2010 This decision enters 
into force immediately

com official 
website

22
V e n D i m pËr miraTimin e proGramit eKonomiK e fisKal TË sHQipËrisË, 2010 

-2012
27/01/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

23
V e n D i m pËr miraTimin e lisTËs sË inVenTariT TË pronaVe TË paluaJTsHme 

sHTeTËrore nË KomunËn TopoJan, TË QarKuT TË KuKËsiT
27/01/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

24
V e n D i m pËr nGriTJen e KomisioniT TË nDiHmËs sHTeTËrore 27/01/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

25
V e n D i m pËr emËrim nË DeTyrË 13/01/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website

26
VenDim pËr DHËnien nË pËrDorim KomisioniT TË proKurimiT publiK TË Disa mJe-

DiseVe, nË aDminisTrim TË aGJencisË sË proKurimiT publiK
07/01/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately
com official 

website
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nr. 
rendor

VKM të identifikuara konkretisht (titull dhe përmbajtje)  
të cilat nuk janë të botuara në fletore Zyrtare, 2009

Issued 
in

Mode of entry 
into force

publi-
cation 
sourse

1

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT DHe 

proJeKTiT, nDËrmJeT republiKËs sË sHQiperisË, pËrfaQËsuar nGa 

minisTria e financaVe, DHe uJËsJellËs – KanaliZime, poGraDec, 

sH.a.-Ja, DHe KfË franKfurT am main, pËr financimin e proGramiT “

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

2

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË HuasË, nDËr-

mJeT republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË, pËrfaQËsuar nGa minisTria e fi-

nancaVe, DHe uJËsJellËs – KanaliZime, poGraDec, sH.a.-Ja, DHe KfË 

franKfurT am main, pËr financimin e proGramiT “mbroJTJa mJeDis

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

3

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË HuasË nDËrmJeT, 

republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË, pËrfaQËsuar nGa minisTria e financaVe, 

DHe KfË franKfurT am main, pËr financimin e proGramiT “infrasTruK-

Tura basHKiaKe i, furniZimi me uJË DHe KanaliZime pËr QyTeTeT

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

4

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT DHe 

proGramiT, nDËrmJeT republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË, pËrfaQËsuar nGa 

minisTria e financaVe DHe fonDi sHQipTar pËr ZHVillim, DHe KfË franK-

furT am main, pËr financimin e proJeKTiT “fonDi i inVesTimeVe

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

5

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT, 

nDËrmJeT republiKes sË sHQipËrisË, pËrfaQËsuar nGa minisTria 

e financaVe, DHe KfË franKfurT am main, pËr financimin e pro-

GramiT “infrasTruKTura basHKiaKe ”

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

6

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT 

DHe proJeKTiT, nDËrmJeT republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË, pËrfaQËsuar 

nGa minisTria e financaVe, DHe uJËsJellËsiT, beraT - KuÇoVË, sH.a., 

DHe KfË, franKfurT am main, pËr financimin me GranT TË proJeKTi

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

7

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT 

DHe proGramiT, nDËrmJeT republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË, pËrfaQËsuar 

nGa minisTria e financaVe DHe sHoQaTa raJonale “KorÇa”, DHe 

KfË franKfurT am main, pËr financimin e proJeKTiT “aDminisTrimi 

i mbeTJeVe

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

8

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË memoranDumiT TË mirËKupTimiT 

nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe 

KËsHilliT TË europËs, pËr ZyrËn e KËsHilliT TË europËs nË TiranË 

DHe sTaTusin e saJ liGJor

22/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

9

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes nDrysHuese, 

nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe 

QeVerisË sË republiKËs sË ausTrisË, pËr realiZimin e nJË sisTemi 

KompJuTeriK pËr reGJisTrin THemelTar TË GJenDJes ciVile nË sHQipËri

10/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

10

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË KreDisË sË 

eKsporTiT, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe, QË Vepron nË emËr 

TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe pËrfaQËsoHeT nGa minisTria e fi-

nancaVe, DHe unicreDiT banK ausTria, aG, pËr financimin e pËrmi

10/12/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

11

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJeVe nDËrmJeT 

KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË 

sË republiKËs sË KosoVËs, pËr HapJen e piKaVe TË pËrbasHKËTa TË 

KalimiT nDËrKufiTar borJe – GlloboÇicË, orGJosT (KuKËs)  orÇusH 

13/10/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

TAB. no. 21
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nr. 
rendor

VKM të identifikuara konkretisht (titull dhe përmbajtje)  
të cilat nuk janë të botuara në fletore Zyrtare, 2009

Issued 
in

Mode of entry 
into force

publi-
cation 
sourse

12

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË feD-

eraTËs ruse, pËr pËrmbusHJen e DeTyrimeVe financiare TË repub-

liKËs sË sHQipËrisË, KunDreJT feDeraTËs ruse,

13/10/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

13

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË re-

publiKËs feDerale TË GJermanisË, pËr basHKËpunimin nË fusHËn 

e siGurisË

06/10/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

14

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes financiare, nDËr-

mJeT KfË, franKfurT am main, DHe republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË, pËr-

faQËsuar nGa minisTria e punËVe publiKe DHe TransporTiT, (pËr-

fiTuesi), pËr sHumËn 975 475 euro, pËr sHËrbimeT e eKsperTiZËs sË m

13/08/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

15

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË basHKËpun-

imiT, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË 

DHe QeVerisË sË republiKËs sË maQeDonisË, nË KuaDrin e procesiT 

TË anËrTarËsimiT nË basHKimin europian

28/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

16

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT 

KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË 

sË mbreTËrisË sË DanimarKËs, pËr basHKËpunimin pËr ZHVillim

28/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

17

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes nDrysHuese TË 

marrËVesHJes sË financimiT, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË 

republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe sHoQaTËs nDËrKombËTare pËr ZHVil-

lim (iDa), pËr proJeKTin e TransporTiT

28/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

18

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe urDHriT soVran 

usHTaraK bamirËs TË sHËn GJoniT TË JeruZalemiT, TË roDiT DHe 

malTËs, pËr sHËrbimin posTar

07/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

19

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT 

KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË 

sË republiKËs sË KroacisË, pËr nDiHmË TË nDËrsJellË nË rasT TË 

faTKeQËsiVe DHe aKsiDenTeVe TË mËDHa 22

07/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

20

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe urDHriT soVran 

usHTaraK bamirËs TË sHËn GJoniT TË JeruZalemiT, TË roDiT DHe 

malTËs, pËr sHËrbimin posTar

07/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

21
VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË KonVenTËs raJonale TË 

rreGullaVe preferenciale TË oriGJinËs pan-euro-meD

07/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immediately

com official 

website

22

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVeVesHJes nDrysHuese TË 

marrËVesHJes sË financimiT, nDËrmJeT republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË 

DHe sHoQaTËs nDËrKombeTare pËr ZHVillim (iDa), pËr proJeKTin e 

moDerniZimiT TË sisTemiT sHËnDeTËsor

07/07/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website
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23

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes “isTisna’a” DHe 

marrËVesHJes sË aGJencisË “isTisna’a”, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË mini-

sTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe banKËs islamiKe pËr ZHVil-

lim (iDb), pËr proJeKTin “rinDËrTimi i rruGËVe DyTËsore DHe l

30/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

24

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË HuasË, nDËr-

mJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe 

banKËs islamiKe pËr ZHVillim (iDb), pËr pJesËmarrJe nË financimin 

e proJeKTiT “rinDËrTimi i rruGËVe DyTËsore DHe loKale”

30/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

25

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË GranTiT nr. 

Tf 096009, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQ-

ipËrisË DHe banKËs nDËrKombËTare pËr rinDËrTim DHe ZHVillim 

(ibrD), pËr financimin e proJeKTiT “mbËsHTeTJa e ZbaTimiT TË iniciaT

30/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

26

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT nr.3 TË KonVenTËs 

KuaDËr europiane “pËr basHKËpunimin nDËrKufiTar nDËrmJeT 

basHKËsiVe apo auToriTeTeVe TerriToriale nË liDHJe me GrupimeT 

e basHKËpunimiT euroraJonal”

16/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

27

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT sHTesË TË KarTËs 

europiane TË VeTËQeVerisJes VenDore pËr TË DreJTËn pËr TË mar-

rË pJesË nË punËT e nJË auToriTeTi VenDor

16/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

28

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË memoranDumiT TË mirËKupTimiT 

pËr basHKËpunimin DHe mbËsHTeTJen pËr seKreTariaTin e Kon-

VenTËs sË basHKËpunimiT policor TË europËs JuGlinDore

16/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

29

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT 

TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË TurQisË, 

pËr nJËsinË sHQipTare QË operon nËn KomanDËn e forcËs TurKe 

nË afGanisTan, brenDa fusHËs sË VeprimiT TË operacioneVe TË f

09/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

30

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT nr.3 TË KonVenTËs 

KuaDËr europiane “pËr basHKËpunimin nDËrKufiTar nDËrmJeT 

basHKËsiVe apo auToriTeTeVe TerriToriale nË liDHJe me GrupimeT 

e basHKËpunimiT euroraJonal”

16/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

31

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT sHTesË TË KarTËs 

europiane TË VeTËQeVerisJes VenDore pËr TË DreJTËn pËr TË mar-

rË pJesË nË punËT e nJË auToriTeTi VenDor

16/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

32

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË memoranDumiT TË mirËKupTimiT 

pËr basHKËpunimin DHe mbËsHTeTJen pËr seKreTariaTin e Kon-

VenTËs sË basHKËpunimiT policor TË europËs JuGlinDore

16/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

33

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT 

TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË TurQisË, 

pËr nJËsinË sHQipTare QË operon nËn KomanDËn e forcËs TurKe 

nË afGanisTan, brenDa fusHËs sË VeprimiT TË operacioneVe TË f

09/06/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

34

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË KonTraTËs financiare, nDËrmJeT 

republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe banKËs europiane TË inVesTimeVe 

(bei), pËr financimin e proJeKTiT TË rruGËVe DyTËsore DHe loKale

20/05/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website
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35

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT 

KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË 

sË sHTeTiT TË KaTariT, pËr sHËrbimeT aJrore

20/05/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

36

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË HuasË, 

nDËrmJeT republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe fonDiT opec pËr ZHVillim 

nDËrKombËTar (ofiD), pËr financimin e proJeKTiT TË rruGËVe DyTË-

sore DHe loKale (faZa ii)

05/05/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

37

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJeVe DHe TË DoKu-

menTeVe TË TransaKsioniT, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË re-

publiKËs sË sHQipËrisË, pËrfaQËsuar nGa minisTri i financaVe, DHe 

DeuTscHe banK aG, lonDËr e J.p. morGan securiTies lTD, pËr emeTim

07/04/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

38

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT DypalËsH TË basH-

KËpunimiT pËr ZHVillim, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË repub-

liKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË republiKËs sË iTalisË

07/04/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

39

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT, 

nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe 

KomisioniT europian, pËr proGramin KombËTar 2009, nË KuaDËr TË 

insTrumenTiT TË asisTencËs sË paraZGJerimiT (KomponenTi p

17/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

40

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financim-

iT, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË 

DHe KomisioniT europian, pËr proGramin HoriZonTal pËr siGurinË 

bËrTHamore DHe mbroJTJen nGa rreZaTimeT, nË KuaDËr TË insTrumen

17/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

41

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT 

KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË 

sË republiKËs sË HunGarisË, pËr basHKËpunimin eKonomiK

17/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

42

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË re-

publiKËs sË serbisË, pËr basHKËpunimin nË fusHËn e lufTËs KunDËr 

KrimiT TË orGaniZuar, TrafiKuT TË paliGJsHËm nDËrKombËTar

10/03/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

43

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË HuasË, nDËr-

mJeT republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe banKËs europiane pËr rinDËr-

Tim DHe ZHVillim (ebrD), pËr financimin e proJeKTiT TË rruGËVe ra-

Jonale DHe loKale

24/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

44

V e n D i m pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË proToKolliT, nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË re-

publiKËs sË porTuGalisË, pËr ZbaTimin e marrËVesHJes, mes re-

publiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe KomuniTeTiT europian, pËr ripranimin

17/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

45

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT Qe-

VerisË sË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe mbreTËrisË sË spanJËs pËr 

sHmanGien e TaTimiT TË DyfisHTË DHe paranDalimin e eVaZioniT fis-

Kal nË liDHJe me TaTimin mbi TË arDHuraT

10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website
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46

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË re-

publiKËs feDerale TË GJermanisË, pËr basHKËpunimin financiar 

pËr ViTeT 2006, 2007 e 2008, pËr proJeKTeT “linJa unaZore 110 KV n

10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

47

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes financiare, 

nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe 

KomisioniT TË KomuniTeTeVe europiane, “pËr proGramin nDËrKu-

fiTar sHQipËri – mali i Zi, pËr ViTin 2009, TË KomponenTiT TË DyTË TË i

10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

48

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT palËVe 

nË TraKTaTin e aTlanTiKuT TË VeriuT, pËr basHKËpunimin nË liDHJe 

me informacionin aTomiK

10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

49

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË KonVenTËs, nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT 

TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË repub-

liKËs sË esTonisË, pËr sHmanGien e TaTimiT TË DyfisHTË DHe paran-

Dalimin e eVaZioniT fisKal nË liDHJe me TaTimin mbi TË arDHuraT

10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

50

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT, 

nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe 

KomisioniT TË KomuniTeTeVe europiane, pËr proGramin e basHKË-

punmiT nDËrKufiTar nDËrmJeT GreQisË DHe sHQipËrisË, pËr ViTin 

2009,

10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

51

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT, 

nDËrmJeT KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe 

KomisioniT TË KomuniTeTeVe europiane, pËr proGramin me sHumË 

pËrfiTues pËr Tempus, nË KuaDËr TË KomponenTiT TË ipa-s, “asis-

Tenc

10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

52

VenDim pËr miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes sË financimiT, 10/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

53

VenDim per miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes, nDËrmJeT KËsHil-

liT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË sË re-

publiKËs feDerale TË GJermanisË, pËr riproGramimin e fonDeVe 

TË mbeTura, preJ 800 000 euro-sH, nGa proJeKTi “furniZimi me uJË

03/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website

54

V e n D i m per miraTimin, nË parim, TË marrËVesHJes nDËrmJeT 

KËsHilliT TË minisTraVe TË republiKËs sË sHQipËrisË DHe QeVerisË 

sË republiKËs sË slloVenisË,pËr sHKËmbimin DHe mbroJTJen e 

nDËrsJellË TË informacioniT TË KlasifiKuar 58

03/02/2010 This decision enters 

into force immedi-

ately

com official 

website




